January 4, 2016

VIA E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL

Spencer Collier
Secretary
Alabama Law Enforcement Agency
201 South Union Street, Suite 300
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Colonel John E. Richardson
Acting Director of Public Safety
Alabama Department of Public Safety
301 South Ripley Street
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Re: Compliance Review of Ala. Law Enf’t Agency and Ala. Dep’t of Pub. Safety (14-OCR-0444)

Dear Secretary Collier and Colonel Richardson:

I am writing to report the findings of the Compliance Review that the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), Office of Justice Programs (OJP), U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) conducted of the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency (ALEA or Agency) and the Alabama Department of Public Safety (DPS or Department).

On July 14, 2014, I notified the DPS that the OCR selected it for a Compliance Review under the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Safe Streets Act) and its implementing regulations. On January 1, 2015, through an agency restructuring, the DPS became part of the ALEA. In the notice letter to the DPS, I explained that the OCR is conducting compliance reviews that evaluate several employment practices of state law enforcement agencies, in accordance with 28 C.F.R. § 42.206. The Safe Streets Act and its regulations prohibit discrimination in employment based on sex and the Safe Streets Act’s regulations also describe a recipient’s obligations to develop an appropriate equal employment opportunity program. Through this compliance review initiative, the OCR focuses on each recipient’s recruitment, hiring, and retention of female troopers. As part of this project, the OCR selected for review the DPS, which received a substantial amount of financial assistance from the DOJ that is subject to the civil rights requirements of the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations.

From September 22 – 25, 2014, the OCR conducted an onsite visit with the DPS that included interviews with management and program personnel at DPS headquarters in Montgomery and at DPS posts throughout Alabama. Additionally, the OCR visited the Department’s Alabama Criminal Justice Training Center and spoke to personnel about how the DPS selected trooper

3 42 U.S.C. § 3782(a) (2012); 28 C.F.R. § 42.301–.308.
applicants and trained entry-level troopers. The OCR thanks your personnel for assisting it throughout the Compliance Review, including during its onsite visit.

I. Executive Summary

After evaluating the ALEA’s and the DPS’ employment practices regarding recruiting, hiring, and retaining female troopers, we issue the following Compliance Review Report (Report). In preparing the Report and its findings, the OCR relied on information from the following sources: the ALEA’s and the DPS’ responses to the OCR’s data requests; interviews with DPS applicants, employees, and former employees; and interviews with persons affiliated with the Alabama State Personnel Department, the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission, the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office, and the Birmingham Police Department. After carefully reviewing all of this information, the OCR finds that the ALEA and the DPS are not in compliance with the civil rights requirements of the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations. Specifically, we have the following reservations about the adequacy of the ALEA’s and the DPS’: 

- **Recruitment Program:** The DPS does not analyze its recruitment program to understand why female potential applicants might not apply for the trooper position. Because of this deficiency, it does not have an effective, measurable plan for recruiting additional female trooper applicants.

- **Selection Practices:** The DPS did not analyze its process for selecting troopers to determine whether any of its screening devices improperly excluded female applicants from the application process. Because of this deficiency, it does not have an effective, measurable plan for recruiting additional female trooper applicants.

- **Retention Program:**
  
  - The DPS does not consider whether female troopers have sufficient access to career-enhancing training opportunities. It also does not analyze its employment practices or workforce trends to learn why female troopers leave the organization. As a result, it does not have a coherent plan for improving workplace conditions for female troopers and encouraging them to remain with the organization.
  
  - The OCR received troubling information about the effectiveness of the ALEA’s nondiscrimination and anti-harassment policies and training, the accountability of DPS supervisors in interacting with female subordinates, the integrity of the DPS’ complaint system, and the ability of women to report discrimination or

---

4 On September 14, 2015, the OCR issued a draft Report to the ALEA and the DPS. The final Report incorporates feedback they provided to the OCR about that draft.
harassment, free from retaliation.

- **Assignment of Personnel to Equal Employment Opportunity Program:** The ALEA and the DPS do not provide adequate resources to personnel to administer the Respondents’ recruitment, selection, and retention programs.

- **Distribution of Information About Equal Employment Opportunity Program:** The ALEA and the DPS do not disseminate adequate information about their equal employment opportunity program to employees, applicants, and the public. Consequently, these groups cannot readily learn about the Respondents’ recruitment, selection, and retention programs.

To address these deficiencies, this Report makes specific recommendations to the ALEA and the DPS to improve their processes for recruiting, selecting, and retaining female troopers.

II. **Background**

The OCR’s Compliance Review of the ALEA and the DPS is part of a broader compliance review initiative that evaluates the efforts of law enforcement agencies to employ women as sworn officers. This project aligns with the DOJ’s strategic plan, which prioritizes the enforcement of federal laws prohibiting discrimination in employment.\(^5\) To achieve this goal, the plan encourages DOJ components to investigate and address discrimination against female applicants and employees.\(^6\) Using this plan as a touchstone, the OCR designed a compliance review initiative that focuses on several employment practices of state law enforcement agencies.

A. **Compliance Review Selection Criteria**

In conducting compliance reviews of recipients subject to the Safe Streets Act’s nondiscrimination provision and its implementing regulations, the OCR selects recipients for review based on the following criteria:

1. The relative disparity between the percentage of minorities or women in the relevant labor market and the percentage of minorities or women employed by the recipient;

2. The number and nature of discrimination complaints filed against a recipient with the OCR or other federal agencies;

3. The scope of the problems revealed by a complaint investigation or a pre-award compliance review; and

---


6 Id. at 36.
(4) The amount of assistance provided to the recipient by the OJP, the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office), and the Office on Violence Against Women.\(^7\)

For its initial compliance reviews on women in policing, the OCR selected state law enforcement agencies because of their failure, over two decades, to significantly increase the percentages of women in their sworn ranks. In 2010, the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) published a report that analyzed the long-term employment trends of women as sworn officers.\(^8\) The study showed that, from 1987 – 2007, state law enforcement agencies made the least amount of progress in hiring female sworn officers, when compared to local police departments and sheriffs’ offices. The percent of female officers at law enforcement agencies changed as follows: at local police departments, it increased from 7.6% to almost 12%; at sheriffs’ offices, it decreased from 15.6% to 11.2%; and at state law enforcement agencies, it increased from 3.8% to 6.5%. Given these comparative data, which suggest that state agencies might have especially significant challenges in hiring and retaining female officers, the OCR prioritized these agencies for review.

Once the OCR began its compliance review initiative regarding women in law enforcement and decided to review state law enforcement agencies, it applied the above factors to all state police and highway patrol agencies. We selected the DPS because it employs so few female troopers and it received a substantial amount of DOJ funding to hire troopers. As to the first factor, the DPS reported data to the OCR, as part of the OCR’s general data collection on recipients’ equal employment opportunity efforts,\(^9\) showing that it should aim to hire more female troopers. It also reported data to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), through the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting Program, on its rate of full-time female law enforcement officers.\(^10\) In 2011, women only held 2.09 percent of the Department’s full-time officer positions (i.e., 14 out of 670 positions).\(^11\) As to the funding-related factor, the DPS received more than seventeen million dollars under grant programs that require recipients to adhere to the Safe Streets Act’s civil rights requirements. Notably, the Department received much of this money, totaling $9,577,296, from

---

\(^7\) See 28 C.F.R. § 42.206(c).


the COPS Office to hire and rehire sworn personnel: in 2010, it received $7,702,296 to rehire thirty-eight officers; in 2013, it received $1,875,000 to hire fifteen officers.

B. The ALEA

On March 18, 2013, Governor Robert Bentley signed into law a bill that consolidated twelve state law enforcement agencies into the ALEA. As a result of this wide-sweeping reorganization, on January 1, 2015, the ALEA assumed responsibility for the functions of these agencies, including the DPS. The ALEA is led by a cabinet-level Secretary, who reports to the Governor. The ALEA Secretary is responsible for recruiting, selecting, and training law enforcement personnel within the Agency. Because the ALEA now manages the DPS, the OCR identifies several recommendations in the Report that apply to the Agency. The ALEA is also responsible for ensuring that the DPS implements those recommendations that apply to it.

C. The OCR’s Investigative Sources and Methods

During the Compliance Review, the OCR gathered information from the ALEA and the DPS, females who applied to become DPS troopers, a former trooper, the Alabama State Personnel Department (SPD), the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission (APOSTC), the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office (JCSO), and the Birmingham Police Department (BPD).

---

15 ALA. CODE § 41-27-1, -3 (2015). These agencies are the Alcohol Beverage Control Board Enforcement Division; the Bureau of Investigation; the Criminal Justice Information Center; the Department of Agriculture and Industry; the Department of Homeland Security; the DPS; the Department of Revenue Enforcement; the Forestry Commission; the Fusion Center; the Marine Police; the Office of Prosecution Services, Computer Forensic Laboratories; and the Public Service Commission Enforcement. See Legacy Agencies, ALEA, https://web.archive.org/web/20151223161110/http://www.alea.gov/Home/wfContent.aspx?ID=4&PLH1=plhAbout-LegacyAgencies (last visited Dec. 23, 2015). Because the DPS became part of the ALEA, the entire Agency is subject to the Safe Streets Act’s nondiscrimination provision and its implementing regulations. See 28 C.F.R. § 42.202(k) (2014).
16 See ALA. CODE § 41-27-3.
17 Id. § 41-27-2(a).
18 Id. § 41-27-3(b).
The OCR developed its investigative record in this matter largely from the ALEA’s and the DPS’ responses to the OCR’s data requests, the OCR’s site visit, and the OCR’s interviews of trooper applicants and a former trooper.

On July 14, 2014, the OCR issued an initial data request to the DPS; it also issued several supplemental data requests to the ALEA and the DPS. In response to these requests, the Respondents produced an extensive amount of material that allowed the OCR to better understand their recruitment program, selection process, work environment, and retention efforts and to identify additional sources of information.

While onsite in September of 2014, the OCR visited DPS headquarters; the Academy; and the Department’s Montgomery, Selma, Jacksonville, and Evergreen Posts. At the beginning of the site visit, OCR attorneys met at DPS headquarters with senior sworn and civilian personnel to discuss the DPS’ responses to the OCR’s data request. This meeting included the Acting Division Chief of the Highway Patrol Division and the leaders of those divisions responsible for trooper recruitment, training for entry-level troopers, the trooper selection process, the DPS’ equal employment opportunity program, and trooper career development. We visited the Academy, where we spoke with personnel about the Academy and the DPS’ administration of a physical agility and ability test to applicants during the trooper hiring process. At the selected posts, OCR attorneys interviewed troop and post commanders and supervisors, troopers, and civilian communications personnel about their training and work experiences at the DPS. By the end of our site visit, we had also interviewed all ten of the DPS’ active-duty female troopers, as well as female sworn personnel assigned to the DPS’ Alabama Bureau of Investigation and Capitol Police. Altogether, OCR attorneys interviewed forty-three DPS officials and non-managerial employees. The OCR also interviewed a former trooper.

The OCR interviewed representatives from the SPD and the APOSTC to learn more about the interactions between these entities and the DPS. In speaking with the SPD, the OCR discussed the process for selecting entry-level troopers and the SPD’ provision of equal employment opportunity training to DPS employees. The APOSTC interview focused on its role in recruiting, selecting, and training law enforcement officers throughout Alabama and, in particular, at the DPS. We were especially interested in learning more about the APOSTC’s development of its physical agility and ability test for entry-level officers.

The OCR interviewed ten female officers at the JCSO and the BPD about their perceptions of and interactions with the DPS. The OCR contacted the JCSO and the BPD based on data they

19 Apart from the site visit, the OCR also interviewed several individuals who applied to become DPS troopers.
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submitted to the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting Program\textsuperscript{20} on their relatively high ratios of female sworn officers, compared to their peer agencies in Alabama. OCR attorneys talked to the selected officers at these two agencies about why they chose to work at the JCSO or the BPD, instead of becoming troopers at the DPS.

4. Expert Consultants

To assist the OCR during its Compliance Review of the ALEA and the DPS, the OCR retained a statistician, an industrial/organizational psychologist, and an exercise physiologist. In providing their analyses and opinions to the OCR, these experts relied on data the Agency, the Department, and the SPD provided about their employment and selection practices. The statistician analyzed data about the DPS’ recent trooper hiring cycles, as well as pertinent data about the Alabama and United States labor markets. The industrial/organizational psychologist primarily evaluated two studies that the ALEA and the DPS rely on to defend the DPS’ administration of a physical assessment test that disproportionately excluded female applicants from its trooper hiring process. The exercise physiologist evaluated that particular pre-offer physical assessment test, as well as a different physical assessment that the DPS applies to incumbent troopers.

III. The DPS’ Notice of Its Nondiscrimination Obligations

Well before the OCR initiated its Compliance Review of the DPS, the Department received notice, through two litigation matters, that its employment practices must protect the civil rights of female applicants and employees. In one matter, the DPS entered into a consent decree designed to ensure that its recruitment efforts target female potential applicants and that its workforce includes a substantial number of female employees. In a second case, a district court ordered the DPS to improve its efforts to recruit and hire female troopers. More recently, in receiving DOJ grant awards, it repeatedly agreed to administer its employment practices in ways that do not discriminate against women and to provide equal employment opportunities to them.

A. Litigation Challenging the DPS’ Fair Employment Practices

In 1972, private litigants initiated litigation against the DPS, challenging its employment practices; sixteen years later, the DPS signed a consent decree to resolve the matter. In \textit{NAACP v. Allen}, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) sued the DPS under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause, alleging that it engaged in a “continuous and pervasive pattern and practice of excluding Negroes from employment,”

\footnote{\textit{FBI, Uniform Crime Report Program, Crime in the United States, 2012}, tbl.77 (Full-time Law Enforcement Employees by State, 2012), https://web.archive.org/web/20151223161148/https://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/ucr/crime-in-the-u.s/2012/crime-in-the-u.s.-2012/tables/77tabledecpdf/table_77_full_time_law_enforcement_employees_by_state_2012.xls. This table provides data, broken down by state, on the numbers of male and female officers at local law enforcement agencies in 2012. To identify those local agencies in Alabama that had especially large numbers of female officers, the OCR obtained from the FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services Division all the responses that agencies in the state provided to the FBI on this topic.}
including as troopers. After lengthy litigation, in 1987, the U.S. Supreme Court endorsed the district court’s order that the DPS hire one African-American candidate for each White candidate until approximately twenty-five percent of its trooper force consisted of African Americans, irrespective of whether they were male or female. After this decision, on February 1, 1988, the parties entered into a consent decree. Under this agreement, the terms of which have expired, the DPS agreed to make wide-ranging changes to its recruitment practices, hiring practices, and equal employment opportunity program, all of which affected persons who were interested in, applied for, and became troopers.

A second class-action case, *Mieth v. Dothard*, also provided clear notice to the DPS that it needed to improve its efforts to recruit and hire female troopers. Like the *Allen* plaintiffs, Brenda Mieth, a trooper applicant, alleged that the DPS’ employment practices violated the Equal Protection Clause, although she focused on the height and weight requirements that the DPS applied to female trooper applicants. A three-judge panel of the Middle District of Alabama agreed with Ms. Mieth, striking down these restrictions because they discriminated against women. In explaining its decision, the court noted that the DPS’ reliance on these requirements constituted intentional discrimination and did not advance any legitimate interest. To sustain its burden of showing that these requirements were sufficiently job related, the DPS argued that they protect women and the public. The court summarily rejected each proffered defense. As to the first explanation, the court explained that “women do not need protectors; they are capable of deciding whether it is in their best interest to take romantic or dangerous jobs.” As to the DPS’ public safety concern, the court said there was no evidence that females could not perform trooper duties. At the time of this decision, the DPS did not actively recruit women to become troopers. To remedy this deficiency, the court ordered the DPS to implement a recruiting program targeted at women that “shall stress the equal role of men and women” as troopers.

### B. Grant Agreement Assurances and Conditions

The DPS received notice of the civil rights requirements that the OCR evaluates through this Compliance Review when it agreed to adhere to those requirements in exchange for receiving COPS Office and OJP grant awards. When an applicant seeks grant funding from these DOJ

---

21 NAACP v. Allen, 340 F. Supp. 703, 704 (M.D. Ala. 1972); see also id. at 705.
24 *Id.* at 1180, 1182. The court also held that the DPS violated the civil rights of females applying for correctional counselor positions by subjecting them to these same height and weight requirements. *Id.* at 1183–85. The DPS appealed this portion of the court’s decision but did not challenge the court’s holding as to female trooper applicants. Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 324 n.4 (1977).
25 *Mieth*, 418 F. Supp. at 1181.
26 *Id.*
27 *Id.* at 1173.
28 *Id.* at 1185.
components, it signs and submits an assurances document stating that it agrees to comply with the nondiscrimination requirements of the Safe Streets Act. Before receiving each award that prompted the OCR to review its employment practices, the DPS signed and submitted this assurances document to the DOJ. As a separate condition of these awards, an applicant must agree to develop and implement an appropriate Equal Employment Opportunity Plan. Here, too, the DPS agreed to comply with this requirement in exchange for receiving COPS Office and OJP grant awards.

IV. Overview of the DPS and the Highway Patrol Division

The DPS is the law enforcement arm of the State of Alabama. The Governor of Alabama appoints the DPS’ director and deputy director. In addition to the Director’s Office, the Department has the following main units: the Alabama Bureau of Investigation (ABI); the Alabama Criminal Justice Training Center (Academy); the Operations Division, which includes the Highway Patrol Division (HPD) and the Driver License Division; the Special Projects Division; and the Support Services Division, which includes the Administrative Division and the Service Division. Typically, a major leads each division, which includes civilian personnel and may include sworn officers. The trooper position is the most junior sworn officer position within the organization.

The HPD, which enforces Alabama’s laws on the state’s highways, plays an especially important role in the early-stage careers of troopers because all troopers work there after graduating from the Academy. The HPD includes subunits called troops and posts, which cover the state. A captain or a lieutenant commands each troop, with lieutenants usually assuming deputy commander positions. A troop includes at least one post. A sergeant leads each post, while corporals provide management assistance by supervising troopers and, occasionally, civilian personnel. The HPD also includes specialized components, including the K-9 unit, the aviation unit, accident reconstruction teams, tactical team operations, the special operations platoon, and a marijuana eradication unit.

V. The DPS’ Recruitment of Troopers

In accepting the financial assistance that gives rise to this Compliance Review, the DPS agreed to adhere to the Safe Streets Act’s regulations regarding equal employment opportunity. Under these regulations, a recipient must evaluate several significant aspects of its employment

29 The ABI is the DPS’ investigative unit and operates: the Center for Missing and Exploited Children, the sex offender registry unit, the bomb squad, a marijuana eradication unit, the Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force, and the hostage negotiation team. The Academy trains trooper candidates and sworn officer candidates from other law enforcement agencies in Alabama. The Administrative Division provides organizational support to other DPS components and modifies the Department’s policies and procedures. The Driver License Division issues drivers’ licenses, maintains records on accidents and other incidents on Alabama’s roads, and administers driving examinations. The Service Division provides supplies and equipment to other DPS units. The Special Projects Division coordinates the Department’s activities across components and prepares for large-scale events. DPS Response to OCR Data Request No. 2 (Aug. 14, 2014).

30 The DPS has largely imported the rank structure of the U.S. Army.
practices, which range from recruitment to employment separation. Based on that assessment, a recipient must develop and implement an equal employment opportunity program (EEOP), which explains how the recipient provides equal employment opportunity to applicants and employees, irrespective of their race, national origin, or sex. In this section of the Report, the OCR discusses these administrative obligations, as to the recruitment of female potential trooper applicants. While the DPS satisfies several of the regulations’ requirements, it does not analyze, develop, or monitor its recruitment program.

A. The DPS’ Obligation to Enumerate Its Sworn Officers by Rank

Before designing an appropriate recruitment program, a recipient must identify its recruitment needs. To that end, the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations require a recipient to identify each job category and the number of employees in each of those positions, cross-classified by race, national origin, and sex. The DPS submitted data to the OCR that substantially complies with this obligation, as to its sworn officer positions.

On October 2, 2014, the DPS provided certified information to the OCR about the number of the Department’s sworn officers, cross-classified by race, national origin, and sex. The DPS also provided information about the composition of its workforce during the OCR’s site visit. As of October 2014, out of the DPS’ 633 sworn officer positions, men held the overwhelming majority of them (616, or 97.31 percent), with women filling the balance (17, or 2.69 percent). The following chart provides demographic information about these sworn positions:

| Job Category | Male | | | Female | | |
|--------------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
|              | White | Hispanic or Latino | Black or African American | American Indian or Alaska Native | White | Hispanic or Latino | Black or African American | American Indian or Alaska Native |
| State Troopers and ABI Special Agents | 315 | 3 | 90 | 0 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 0 |
| State Trooper Corporal | 91 | 1 | 13 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| State Trooper Sergeant | 37 | 0 | 6 | 1 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| State Trooper Lieutenant | 23 | 0 | 8 | 0 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| State Trooper Captain | 12 | 0 | 6 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 |
| State Trooper Major | 2 | 0 | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

31 28 C.F.R. § 42.303(a), (c) (2014).
32 Id. § 42.304.
33 Id. § 42.303(c)(1).
34 DPS, EEOP Utilization Report 7 (Oct. 2, 2014) (on file with the OCR).
35 This chart only contains those racial and national origin categories that include at least one DPS employee.
B. The DPS’ Obligation to Identify Its Underutilization Rates for Female Sworn Officers

Once a recipient collects demographic data for its job categories, it must compare this workforce information to available data on potential applicants in the labor market who are eligible for each position.\(^\text{36}\) A recipient that has fifty or more employees and receives a grant award of at least $500,000 under a program that is authorized by the Safe Streets Act must submit a report to the OCR that analyzes these comparative data. The OCR refers to these reports as “utilization reports.” Each utilization report provides a snapshot of the number of the recipient’s employees within specific job categories, cross-classified by race, national origin, and sex, and identifies whether a recipient has an “underutilization rate.” This rate compares the percentage of employees of a protected class in a particular job category to the percentage of qualified workers of the same protected class in the relevant labor market. By consulting this information, a recipient can evaluate whether it should refine any of its recruitment practices, such as by encouraging more women to apply for sworn officer positions. The DPS submitted data to the OCR that substantially complies with its obligation to provide information on its underutilization rates for the sworn officer position.

Since 2010, the DPS provided four reports to the OCR that identified significant underutilization rates for female sworn officers, and in particular White and Black/African-American officers. To identify these rates, the Department compared the information in the previous chart to the number of people in Alabama who were between the ages of twenty and thirty-four and were high school graduates.\(^\text{37}\) The following chart identifies statistically significant underutilization rates for these two racial categories:\(^\text{38}\)

\(^{36}\) 28 C.F.R. § 42.304(a).

\(^{37}\) As the OCR explains in Section V.C.4.a of the Report, the OCR will consider different demographic data to evaluate the DPS’ progress in recruiting more female trooper applicants.

\(^{38}\) In concluding that these underutilization rates are statistically significant, the OCR applied a “standard deviation” analysis to them. See Compliance Review Report, infra note 116.
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**Significant Underutilization Rates for Female Sworn Officers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of DPS Utilization Report</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black or African American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 4, 2010</td>
<td>-26%</td>
<td>-14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 15, 2012</td>
<td>-23%</td>
<td>-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 27, 2014</td>
<td>-22%</td>
<td>-16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2, 2014</td>
<td>-21%</td>
<td>-15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These underutilization rates demonstrate that, over time, the DPS has had ongoing challenges in hiring a sworn officer workforce that resembles the community it serves. During the onsite visit, the DPS acknowledged that it did not take these underutilization rates into account in targeting its recruitment efforts. As the OCR discusses in the next subsection of the Report, the ALEA and the DPS should consider this information in designing a recruitment program that will improve the diversity of their trooper applicant pool.

**C. The DPS’ Obligation to Analyze Its Recruitment Program**

Under the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations, a recipient should conduct a thorough, annual self-assessment of its recruitment program to determine whether it denies equal employment opportunities to women. If, as a result of this analysis, a recipient identifies deficiencies in its recruitment program, it should timely correct them. The DPS is not in compliance with this requirement because it does not analyze whether its recruitment program is effective at encouraging women to apply for the entry-level trooper position.

1. **Minimum Trooper Requirements and the State Personnel Department’s Involvement in the Trooper Hiring Process**

As context for the OCR’s discussion of the DPS’ failure to analyze its recruitment program, we discuss the minimum qualifications to become a trooper and the DPS’ interactions with the State Personnel Department (SPD) in selecting troopers, before the ALEA assumed responsibility for the trooper selection process. As the OCR will discuss, the DPS made several decisions, vis-à-vis the SPD’s involvement in the trooper selection process, that negatively affected the Department’s ability to recruit female troopers.

a. **Minimum qualifications to become a DPS trooper**

The Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission (APOSTC), which is an independent state agency, establishes the minimum standards that a law enforcement agency in Alabama must follow in selecting law enforcement personnel. Under the APOSTC’s standards, applicants for sworn officer positions must satisfy the following minimum qualifications to become certified law enforcement officers:

---

39 28 C.F.R. § 42.303(c)(2), .306(a).
40 Id. § 42.306(b).
1. Complete the APOSTC’s required course of training;\textsuperscript{42}
2. Be at least nineteen years old;\textsuperscript{43}
3. Possess a high school diploma or a qualifying equivalent;\textsuperscript{44}
4. Meet the physical qualifications for good health;\textsuperscript{45}
5. Have good moral character, which means not having committed a felony or other serious crime;\textsuperscript{46}
6. Be a citizen of the United States;\textsuperscript{47}
7. Have been discharged under honorable conditions, if the applicant was a member of the U.S. Armed Services;\textsuperscript{48} and
8. Possess a valid driver’s license.\textsuperscript{49}

b. Defining the scope of the SPD’s involvement in the DPS’ trooper hiring process

The DPS coordinated its entry-level trooper hiring process with the SPD.\textsuperscript{50} The Department had to hire troopers from a list of qualified candidates, called a Certification of Eligibles (COE), which the SPD created and sent to the Department. The SPD created this COE from a larger list, or register, of trooper candidates who participated in earlier stages of the hiring process. When the DPS wanted to hire troopers, it had to decide whether the SPD would create a new register of applicants or whether the DPS would rely on a register the SPD created during an earlier hiring round. In making this decision, the Department considered how much time the SPD would need to design its part of the application process. If the SPD needed months to complete its work, the Department was not likely to ask it to screen applicants for a new register.

c. The SPD’s development of a written test for the trooper position

If the DPS decided that the SPD should create another register, the SPD administered a written test to candidates. At that point, the SPD had to decide, in consultation with the DPS, whether to develop a new written test or to screen applicants by administering an exam that it developed during a prior round of trooper hiring. In making this decision, the SPD considered whether the existing exam still measured whether applicants had the minimal knowledge, skills, and abilities for the trooper position. When the SPD concluded that its test no longer accurately predicted an applicant’s success as a trooper, it developed a new one. As part of this test-design process, the

\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 650-X-2.01(2).
\textsuperscript{43} Id. at 650-X-2.02.
\textsuperscript{44} Id. at 650-X-2.03.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 650-X-2.04.
\textsuperscript{46} Id. at 650-X-2.05(1)–(11). In evaluating applications, a law enforcement agency will consider an applicant’s conviction of a misdemeanor crime on a case-by-case basis.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 650-X-2.06.
\textsuperscript{48} Id. at 650-X-2.07.
\textsuperscript{49} Id. at 650-X-2.08.
\textsuperscript{50} The ALEA now manages the trooper hiring process. See ALEA, Recruitment & Selection, Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual 32 (Oct. 1, 2014) [hereinafter Recruitment & Selection Policy].
SPD conducted a job analysis of the trooper position, drafted questions for the written test, based on the job analysis, and validated the proposed test so that it could identify and address any prohibited disparate impact that the exam might have on specific protected classes of applicants.

In designing the test, the SPD consulted with the DPS to stratify the test scores into groups called bands. These bands differentiated candidates based on their test scores. Thus, the first band identified applicants with the highest scores, while the second band included applicants with the next highest scores. These bands determined the number of trooper applicants on the COE that the SPD sent to the DPS. Generally, the COE for trooper vacancies that the SPD sent to the Department only included applicants from the first band.

d. The SPD’s administration of the trooper hiring process

Once the SPD finalized its written test and knew the DPS wanted to begin the trooper hiring process, it posted an announcement on its website inviting interested candidates to apply for the position. The SPD also sent e-mail alerts and notification cards to people who asked it to notify them about future trooper openings. When the SPD received applications, it reviewed them to determine whether the applicants satisfied the minimum qualifications for the trooper position, like those related to age and educational background, and then provided information to minimally qualified applicants about the test dates and locations.

After administering the first test, the SPD scored it and created a register with the names and test scores of all the candidates who took the test. On the register, the SPD ranked the candidates by score, placing each in a band. After each subsequent administration of the test, the SPD updated the register by adding the names and scores of additional test takers. As the SPD administered the tests, it shared information with the DPS about the number of candidates who fell within the top-scoring band. If this band did not include enough applicants, the DPS could ask the SPD to modify it so that successive registers and COEs would include more applicants for the DPS to consider. To expand the number of applicants within this top-scored band, the DPS could also ask the SPD to administer the test more often. At any point during a continuous announcement period, the DPS could ask the SPD to issue a COE. Once the SPD sent the COE to the DPS, the SPD’s involvement in the application process ended. The SPD, by law, certifies the top ten applicants and any ties on the COE.

51 Because there were long periods of time when the SPD did not solicit applications from trooper applicants, the SPD had a mechanism on its website to collect information, on an ongoing basis, from persons who wanted to apply to become a trooper. Interested potential applicants could provide their Social Security number, name, and e-mail address, thereby allowing the SPD to notify them when it began to accept additional applications for the trooper position. See Exam Announcements/Job Listings, SPD, https://web.archive.org/web/20151223161352/http://www.personnel.alabama.gov/Jobs.aspx (last visited Dec. 23, 2015).

52 Although the COE only included applicants who fell within the top band, the SPD made a distinction among these high-scoring candidates based on their veteran status. The SPD placed applicants with veteran’s preferences at the top of each band of the COE and then listed the remaining applicants in alphabetical order.
2. The DPS’ Explanation for Its Failure to Evaluate Its Recruitment Program

In the utilization reports the DPS submitted to the OCR from June 2010 to October 2014, the Department stated and then consistently reiterated that it would regularly evaluate its recruitment practices to ensure women receive equal employment opportunities. Despite including these statements in its reports, the DPS provided no evidence to the OCR that it evaluated the effect of any facet of its recruitment practices on female potential trooper applicants. Instead, the DPS sought to excuse its failure to analyze its recruitment practices, citing two reasons: (1) it did not need to evaluate its recruitment program because it was not actively seeking trooper applicants; and (2) few females in Alabama are interested in the trooper position because of the nature of the job. Neither argument is persuasive.

a. Status of trooper hiring

As evidence that it did not need to consider whether its recruitment program reached enough female potential trooper applicants, the DPS noted that the SPD had not accepted trooper applications since 2009. Between 2009 and 2014, the DPS sought to hire troopers in 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2014. For each of these hiring rounds, merely to save time, the Department asked the SPD to issue a Certification of Eligibles (COE) based on a register the SPD created in 2009. A ranked DPS trooper asserted to the OCR that, because the SPD received many trooper applications in creating the register, the Department did not need to evaluate its recruitment program. This argument has three flaws. First, the DPS has a duty under the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations to analyze its recruitment procedures each year. Underlying this requirement is the assumption that, at some point, the SPD would once again accept trooper applications. Second, the DPS, through its leadership, repeatedly certified to the OCR that it would conduct these assessments. Its failure to act consistent with these representations is troubling.

Third, the DPS’ decision to rely on an outdated register highlights the very problem that an effective recruitment monitoring program would identify and correct. From 2009, when the DPS first relied on the SPD’s 2009 register to hire a trooper class, to 2014, when it hired its most recent trooper class, there was a precipitous decline in female interest in the trooper position.

---

54 On August 12, 2015, the SPD posted a vacancy announcement for the position of ALEA Trooper, Trainee, which is the ALEA’s entry-level trooper position. See SPD, Vacancy Announcement: ALEA Trooper, Trainee – 60670, https://web.archive.org/web/20150826202234/http://www.personnel.alabama.gov/Documents/Announcements/101973_A.pdf. At that point, the ALEA lacked funding to hire anyone for this position. Despite this inability to hire troopers, the ALEA asked the SPD to seek applications for the trooper position and to prepare a register so that, if the Alabama legislature appropriated funds for trooper hiring, the Agency could quickly initiate its part of the selection process. Given the uncertainty of this trooper hiring cycle, the Compliance Review Report focuses on the DPS’ efforts to hire troopers between 2009 and 2014.
55 The DPS started to select troopers in 2011 but halted that process because the Alabama Governor’s Office withdrew funding for these positions.
56 The SPD generated this register based on the results of written trooper tests that it administered to candidates from 2006 to 2009.
The OCR reached this conclusion by analyzing the first step of the DPS’ trooper hiring process in 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2014. At that stage, the Department notified applicants on the 2009 register that it was hiring troopers and asked them to confirm their interest in the trooper position. To illustrate the trend of declining interest in the trooper position by women, the OCR prepared the following two tables: (1) one that compares the rates at which female and male applicants confirmed interest in participating in the DPS’ trooper hiring process; and (2) one that considers the proportion of women, among all DPS trooper applicants, who notified the Department that they wanted to participate in its trooper hiring process.

### Female and Male Interest in the DPS Trooper Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Hiring Process</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Females Confirming Interest/Total Eligible Females</td>
<td>Rate of Female Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>27/53</td>
<td>50.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>11/54</td>
<td>20.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4/52</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows that, during the five-year period when the DPS relied on the 2009 register, a lower percentage of female applicants than male applicants chose to participate in the DPS’ trooper hiring process. When the Department hired troopers in 2009, the rate of female interest was actually higher than the rate of male interest. By 2011, however, women were less likely than men to notify the DPS that they remained interested in the position. The Department could have readily analyzed these data and concluded that, based on the relative lack of interest of women, it needed to obtain an updated register.

### Applicants Confirming Interest in the DPS Trooper Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Hiring Process</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percent of Total Interested Applicants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.01%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that, over time, fewer females, both in real numbers and as a percentage of interested applicants, participated in the DPS’ trooper hiring process. The DPS should have analyzed this applicant trend as well and realized that, by continuing to rely on a register that included applicants who took the written trooper exam as early as 2006, it had a much smaller pool of female applicants. But it conducted no such analysis. Instead, in 2014, despite its chronic underutilization rates for White and Black/African-American female applicants, it continued to rely on an even more outdated register. As a result, out of 909 trooper applicants, only 52 of them (5.72%) were women. Had it asked the SPD to issue another vacancy announcement and create an updated register, more women likely would have expressed an
interest in the trooper position. In interviewing one female deputy who started working for the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office in 2014, she made precisely that point to the OCR: if the SPD had solicited applications for the trooper position, she would have submitted one.

Because of the ALEA-related reorganization, the Agency will not use the SPD’s register from 2009 to hire additional entry-level troopers. Instead, the SPD developed a new written test for the trooper position, which it administered to applicants in the fall of 2015. As a result, the SPD will create a register and issue a COE based on a more recent trooper applicant pool.

b. Purported lack of interest by female potential applicants

In explaining its inability to attract many female trooper candidates, the DPS also suggested that women do not want to become troopers because of several perceived drawbacks of the job. First, from its perspective, the trooper position is dangerous because troopers patrol by themselves and in remote areas, where backup support from another trooper is not readily available. Second, the DPS may assign troopers to a post anywhere in the state, including in rural areas, which means that they may need to relocate for their first assignment. Third, compared to local law enforcement agencies, troopers do not receive competitive compensation and benefits.

According to the DPS, these factors dissuade women from applying for the trooper position.

To understand whether these factors discourage potential applicants from seeking the trooper position, the OCR interviewed ten sworn female employees from the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office (JCSO) and the Birmingham Police Department (BPD) (five from each agency). Nine of the ten officers joined the JCSO and the BPD in the last four years; three of them started while the DPS was selecting its 2014 trooper class. The OCR also interviewed two women who applied to become DPS troopers. Through these interviews, the OCR gathered information about how these women viewed the DPS, its troopers, and its recruitment program. When prompted to discuss their views of the trooper position, while some interviewees raised concerns about their safety and the possible need to relocate, most did not. In explaining the appeal of the trooper position, one of the local law enforcement officers explained that she would prefer to patrol on her own, which would challenge her to independently resolve problems. None of the interviewees cited compensation and benefits as the basis for not pursuing a trooper career. Several interviewees actually expressed an interest in becoming a trooper.

While there was not a consensus among these interviewees that the DPS correctly identified the reasons why so few females applied to become troopers, there was broad agreement that the Department’s recruitment program is inadequate. From the perspective of the local law enforcement officers, women do not apply to become troopers because the DPS does not convey basic information about a trooper’s responsibilities or the opportunities for women to serve in this position. Some of these officers said they had no idea what the job of a trooper entailed, while others encouraged the DPS to emphasize that troopers do more than issue traffic tickets and patrol highways. These interviewees also provided stark assessments about the Department’s efforts to recruit women and urged the DPS to expand its outreach efforts to them.
3. **The OCR’s Findings**

Based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the DPS is not in compliance with the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations because it does not analyze whether its recruitment program effectively encourages women to apply for the entry-level trooper position. Because the Department did not evaluate readily available data, it hired troopers in 2014 from an applicant pool that contained an astonishingly low percentage (i.e., 5.72%) of female applicants.

4. **The OCR’s Recommendations**

a. Hire troopers from an applicant pool that reflects the proportion of qualified women in the ALEA’s labor market

The OCR is encouraged by the ALEA’s recognition that the SPD needs to develop an updated pool of trooper applicants. This is an important first step in improving its recruitment program. During the next three years, whenever the SPD issues a vacancy announcement for the trooper position, the ALEA should analyze the adequacy of its efforts to recruit female trooper applicants so that it can determine whether the SPD should extend the vacancy period or issue another vacancy announcement. In conducting this assessment, the ALEA should compare the proportion of female trooper applicants to the expected proportion of female trooper applicants, based on the proportion of qualified women in the Agency’s labor market. Based on available U.S. Census data, women should be about 19.4% of trooper applicants. Given the information available to it at this point, the OCR will use this benchmark in evaluating the ALEA’s progress in recruiting more female trooper applicants.

b. Research ways to attract more female trooper applicants

Because the DPS relied on conventional wisdom rather than evidence to explain its ongoing inability to attract female trooper applicants, the ALEA lacks accurate information about the best way to develop an effective recruitment program. Rather than embracing the unsupported notion that women do not want to become troopers, the ALEA should identify how it can reach those women.

---

57 The OCR presumes that, throughout this timeframe, the ALEA will continue to receive financial assistance from the DOJ that is covered by the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations.

58 The OCR arrived at this figure by analyzing national and Alabama-specific demographic information on the proportion of women employed in certain protective-service-related occupations. Women are 22.9% of the Census’ general occupational category of protective service workers for the nation as a whole, and 20% in Alabama. When the OCR further restricts that occupational group to sworn protective service workers, which includes only those working for state and local governments, women’s representation declines somewhat, to 20% for the nation and 17.8% for Alabama. If the OCR further narrows the sworn protective service workers category to include only those employed as (1) bailiffs, correctional officers, and jailers; (2) detectives and criminal investigators; (3) police officers; and (4) private detectives and investigators in the nation (these data are not available for Alabama), women are 21.8% of these four job groups nationally. If the OCR adjusts the 17.8% representation of women among Alabama’s sworn protective service workers using the national data to estimate their representation among the narrower group of jobs above, and assumes that Alabama mirrors national differences, then women would be 19.4% of this narrower group of occupations.
women who would apply for the trooper position, if they knew about the opportunity. To achieve this goal, the Agency should learn more about the strengths and weaknesses of its recruitment program, such as by asking the APOSTC to study effective ways to recruit female sworn personnel.\textsuperscript{59} It should also ask the SPD to commission a statewide poll of female potential applicants, which might provide information about how to encourage more women to apply to become troopers.

c. Determine whether the ALEA provides market-competitive compensation and benefits to troopers

The ALEA should gather evidence about whether there are structural impediments that prevent females from seeking the trooper position. As part of this fact-gathering process, the Agency should ask the SPD to determine whether troopers receive competitive compensation and benefits, as compared to law enforcement officers in other states, law enforcement officers in local Alabama jurisdictions, and other government employees in Alabama.\textsuperscript{60} The starting salary for a trooper who meets the ALEA’s minimum requirements is $35,589.60; troopers who have an associate or a bachelor’s degree receive an additional $1000 or $3000, respectively. Troopers also receive several benefits regarding subsistence pay. Alabama does not tax subsistence pay but includes it in calculating a trooper’s retirement payments. The ALEA also pays troopers’ Social Security taxes. In addition, the Agency offers a retirement package that allows troopers hired before January 1, 2013, to retire if they (1) are at least fifty-two years old and have at least ten years of creditable service or (2) have at least twenty-five years of creditable service. Troopers hired on or after January 1, 2013, may retire if they are at least fifty-six years old and have at least ten years of creditable service. While the DPS suggested that troopers receive less competitive compensation and benefits, the ALEA should test this theory by obtaining comparative data from the SPD. If such a disparity exists, the Agency should develop a strategy to address it.\textsuperscript{61}

d. Collect and evaluate data on its recruitment program

To satisfy its obligation to analyze its recruitment program, the ALEA must design a system for annually monitoring the successes and shortcomings of its trooper recruitment efforts. At one time, the DPS implemented just such a system. As part of the Paradise Consent Decree, the Department implemented a Comprehensive Equal Employment Opportunity Program (Paradise EEO) that included affirmative recruitment goals for all underrepresented groups, including

\textsuperscript{59} The APOSTC has the authority to evaluate whether law enforcement agencies have adequate recruitment programs and to improve them, if appropriate. ALA. ADMIN. CODE r. 650-X-1.15(1) (2015).

\textsuperscript{60} In the DPS’ utilization reports in 2010, 2012, and 2014, it stated that it would ask the SPD to conduct a benchmark survey of other law enforcement agencies to evaluate whether the Department’s troopers receive competitive pay. See, e.g., DPS, EEO Utilization Report unnumbered 1 (Oct. 2, 2014) (on file with the OCR).

women. In this document, the DPS agreed to monitor its recruitment procedures for the trooper position and to remove any barriers that prevent women from applying for that position. To that end, the DPS collected data to determine whether the Department achieved its recruitment goals. The ALEA should renew this effort, especially given the DPS’ significant challenges in hiring and retaining female troopers. As part of this more robust system, the Agency should identify appropriate data to collect to measure its progress toward each goal; develop a template to record the information; decide who will collect the information; and regularly analyze the information so that it can refine its recruitment efforts.

The ALEA already has a mechanism in place to collect and evaluate data on some of its recruitment activities. The Public Information Office’s (PIO) public information officers make daily entries on activity logs that document their recruitment activities, such as attending career fairs, participating in school events, preparing television and radio public service announcements, and giving media interviews. These employees provide these logs to their supervisory sergeant for review. The PIO also prepares monthly and yearly reports that contain the same data fields as the daily report; these reports allow it to monitor its recruitment activities for a particular month and fiscal year. In Fiscal Year 2013, the public information officers devoted 691 hours to recruiting; the next year, this figure declined to 410 hours. The ALEA should continue to track information about the PIO’s activities, but should expand its data collection system to capture information about each goal of its recruitment program, which the OCR discusses in the next subsection of the Report.

D. The DPS’ Obligation to Develop A Recruitment Program

As part of a recipient’s EEOP, a recipient must design an effective, multi-faceted program for recruiting applicants from underutilized groups and draft a detailed narrative statement that describes those efforts. To satisfy these requirements, a recipient should identify (1) groups that are not adequately represented in its workforce, (2) objectives to guide its recruitment program, and (3) steps to achieve those objectives.

1. The DPS’ Inadequate Efforts to Develop a Recruitment Program

As to the first requirement, the OCR already explained that the DPS identified White and Black/African-American women as the largest underrepresented groups in the sworn officer job category, which includes troopers. In its most recent utilization report, the DPS commits to undertaking efforts to increase the number of White and Black/African-American women in its

---

62 See Paradise Consent Decree, supra note 22, at Attach. 1 [hereinafter Paradise EEOP]; id. at 4.
63 See id. at 1, 4.
64 Id. at 4. The DPS no longer adheres to the Paradise EEOP.
65 28 C.F.R. § 42.304(g)(1)-(2) (2014).
67 See Compliance Review Report, supra Section V.B.
trooper ranks.\textsuperscript{68} As to the second requirement, the Department identified the following objectives, recognizing that “there are no permanent obstacles” to creating a more diverse trooper corps:\textsuperscript{69}

- Include female officers in the recruitment process;
- Post photos of female troopers on the DPS’ website;
- Expand recruitment activities at schools and colleges, including women’s schools and colleges; and
- Increase attendance at job fairs that target females.\textsuperscript{70}

As to the third requirement, during the OCR’s site visit, the DPS conceded that it had no formal plan to recruit female applicants. As a result, the Department did not achieve the above objectives in hiring troopers in 2014.

2. The OCR’s Findings

Based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the DPS is not in compliance with the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations because it has an inadequate recruitment program that neither identifies measurable goals nor describes how it will achieve them.

3. The OCR’s Recommendations Regarding the DPS’ Objectives

The DPS faces significant recruitment challenges. It has relatively few female troopers and it hired trooper classes at irregular intervals. To address these challenges, the ALEA and the Department must make a long-term commitment to substantially broaden and diversify their pool of female trooper candidates. While the DPS’ goals are laudable and necessary, they are inadequate because they are neither sufficiently detailed nor comprehensive. To guide the Respondents’ efforts going forward, they must develop a robust recruitment plan that provides detailed information about their goals. For each goal, the ALEA and the DPS should explain how they will measure progress, what steps they will take, who is responsible for implementing each step, and when the Agency and the Department will complete each step. By devoting more resources to recruiting, the ALEA is more likely to hire additional female troopers.\textsuperscript{71}

\textsuperscript{68} DPS, EEOP Utilization Report unnumbered 1 (Oct. 2, 2014) (on file with the OCR).
\textsuperscript{69} Id.
\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{71} William T. Jordan et al., \textit{Attracting Females and Racial/Ethnic Minorities to Law Enforcement}, 37 J. CRIM. JUST. 338 (2009) (by increasing its annual recruiting budget by $16,900, a law enforcement agency hired an average of forty-eight percent more women in sworn positions).
a. Include female officers in the recruitment process

The DPS correctly acknowledges that it should include female troopers and other female sworn officers in its recruitment efforts. Repeatedly, female sworn personnel from the JCSO, the BPD, and the DPS highlighted the importance of making female troopers more visible to potential trooper applicants. Two JCSO and BPD officers noted that they never met a female trooper, while a DPS trooper said that members of the public regularly tell her they have never seen a female trooper. Many of the interviewees also suggested that female troopers should interact with the public at recruiting events. At one time, the DPS did just that; at the request of the PIO, female troopers represented the DPS at outreach events, including job fairs. Recently, the PIO made tentative progress in this area by including a female trooper in a career fair at Auburn University at Montgomery and by making arrangements for women to attend future career fairs and job fairs. While these steps are promising, the ALEA should develop a comprehensive strategy to increase interactions between female sworn personnel and female potential applicants. In developing a multi-step plan to achieve this goal, the Agency should seek feedback from current female troopers.

b. Highlight female troopers in recruitment materials

The OCR agrees that the DPS should increase its efforts to profile female troopers, including on the ALEA’s website. In discussing this objective, most of the female sworn personnel whom the OCR interviewed suggested that the Department could reach more female potential applicants by expanding its marketing efforts and by featuring women in its recruiting materials. The ALEA website is an especially important recruitment tool. For many members of the public, the Agency’s website is their primary source of information about the organization. Moreover, it could reach female potential candidates in Alabama and throughout the rest of the United States. To better leverage this resource, the DPS should profile on the ALEA’s website the work of its female troopers. The Agency has already made improvements in this area, as it includes on its main webpage two photos of sworn personnel that prominently include women.

While the ALEA’s website is an important recruitment tool, it is just one way to reach female potential applicants. As another online tool, the Agency should consider how it could use social media resources to communicate with the public about the trooper position and trooper vacancies. The ALEA should also develop additional recruitment materials that highlight female sworn personnel. For instance, it should design additional posters and brochures that include female troopers and identify effective ways to distribute them. It should also consider the

---

effectiveness and feasibility of placing online,\textsuperscript{75} print, billboard, radio, and television advertisements that include female troopers.

c. Expand recruitment activities, including at schools and colleges

The DPS appropriately acknowledges that it needs to improve its efforts to communicate with female potential applicants, both in the community and across the country. The OCR agrees that it is important for the Department to expand recruitment activities at schools and colleges; however, this approach is too narrow. Many of the JCSO, the BPD, and the DPS female sworn personnel whom the OCR interviewed specifically noted that DPS representatives should attend more recruiting events. To improve its trooper applicant pool, the ALEA should develop new and strengthen existing relationships with educational institutions, community organizations, and other stakeholder groups. The Agency’s PIO should identify and meet with college career offices, both in Alabama and in Mississippi, Tennessee, Florida, and Georgia;\textsuperscript{76} student organizations for women; college criminal justice organizations;\textsuperscript{77} and fitness clubs.\textsuperscript{78} During these meetings, the ALEA should discuss effective strategies for recruiting students and athletes who, according to one female trooper, have “dedication” and “grit.” It should also develop ties with law enforcement organizations for women,\textsuperscript{79} national minority and women’s organizations, community organizations, and career offices at local military bases. Through this process, the ALEA should identify key points of contact so that it can quickly and cost-effectively distribute information about trooper vacancies and the hiring process. The Agency should also obtain schedules of events that recruitment personnel and female troopers can attend. Finally, once it develops recruitment materials it believes will be effective, the ALEA should conduct a nationwide advertising campaign to increase its female applicant pool.\textsuperscript{80}

\textbf{d. Increase attendance at job fairs}

The OCR concurs with the DPS’ assessment that the PIO should attend more job fairs. The PIO only attends a small number of fairs each year. In deciding which events to attend, the PIO

\begin{footnotes}
\item[75] See Matthies, \textit{supra} note 61, at 39 (concluding that spending funds on online advertisements is an effective tool to recruit White female applicants).
\item[76] The ALEA notified seven universities in these neighboring states about the SPD’s August 2015 trooper vacancy announcement.
\item[77] Alabama has at least nine colleges and universities that each enrolls more than 10,000 students. Eight of these schools have an educational track dedicated to criminal justice: Calhoun Community College (A.A. in Criminal Justice); Jacksonville State University (B.S. in Criminal Justice); Jefferson State Community College (A.A. in Criminal Justice); Troy University (B.S. in Criminal Justice); the University of Alabama (B.S. in Criminal Justice); the University of Alabama at Birmingham (B.S. in Criminal Justice); the University of Alabama in Huntsville (B.A. in Sociology with a track in Law and Justice); and the University of South Alabama (B.A. in Criminal Justice). The ALEA notified most of these institutions about the SPD’s August 2015 trooper vacancy announcement.
\item[78] As part of its recruitment strategy, the DPS has already begun to consider ways to encourage female members of fitness clubs to apply to become troopers.
\item[79] The ALEA notified members of Alabama Women in Law Enforcement, which is an Alabama-based nonprofit organization, and the National Association of Women Law Enforcement Executives about the SPD’s August 2015 trooper vacancy announcement.
\item[80] See Paradise Consent Decree, \textit{supra} note 22, ¶ 25.c.
\end{footnotes}
Spencer Collier, Secretary, Alabama Law Enforcement Agency; Colonel John E. Richardson, Acting Director of Public Safety, Alabama Department of Public Safety
January 4, 2016
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considers staff availability and the cost of attending the event. For job fairs that charge attendance fees, the PIO cannot attend them because of a lack of money. The ALEA should change this practice and ensure the PIO has sufficient resources to attend more job fairs, irrespective of whether they charge attendance fees.\(^{81}\)

4. The OCR’s Recommendations Regarding Additional Objectives

During the OCR’s Compliance Review, it developed an extensive record regarding the Respondents’ recruitment program. For instance, it interviewed JCSO, BPD, and DPS personnel who identified recruitment goals that, if achieved, could encourage more women to pursue careers as troopers. Based on this record, the OCR recommends that the ALEA (1) recruit APOSTC-certified female trooper applicants, (2) utilize existing programs, like the DPS Trooper Reserve Program, (3) improve coordination with the SPD, and (4) provide information about trooper vacancies to all ALEA employees.

a. Recruit APOSTC-certified female applicants

To boost its number of female trooper applicants, the ALEA should recruit from the ranks of women who are already APOSTC-certified. In 2014, law enforcement agencies in Alabama reported to the FBI that they employed 567 female sworn officers.\(^{82}\) In interviewing ten of these sworn personnel, two of them told the OCR they are interested in the trooper position. While the OCR cannot draw broad conclusions from such a small interview sample, these interviews provide anecdotal evidence that, if female APOSTC-certified officers learn about the ALEA’s trooper hiring process, at least some of them would apply. To determine what steps the Agency should take to reach these female officers, it should discuss its recruitment program and the trooper position with Alabama Women in Law Enforcement (AWILE). Established in 2009, AWILE is a nonprofit organization that provides professional support to female law enforcement officers who work in Alabama. It hosts an annual meeting for its members to discuss topics of concern within the law enforcement community\(^{83}\) and provides information about employment, networking, and training opportunities throughout the state.

b. Utilize existing programs

The DPS administers several programs that allow students, APOSTC-certified officers, and members of the public to learn about the trooper position. In developing effective recruitment strategies, the ALEA should identify ways to include women in these programs.

\(^{81}\) See Matthies, supra note 61, at 39 (spending funds to attend recruitment events is an effective tool to recruit Black female applicants).


i. DPS Reserve Trooper Program

Created in 1978, the Reserve Trooper Program is a cadre of volunteer sworn officers who augment the Highway Patrol Division throughout Alabama. As with permanent troopers, reserve troopers serve under the command of the DPS’ Director, although they report to post commanders who administer the program. Members of the Reserve Trooper Program share many of the same responsibilities as permanent troopers. For instance, they take the same oath; have the same law enforcement powers; carry a service weapon; and adhere to the same regulations and policies. To participate in the program, applicants must complete a reserve training program, based on their prior law enforcement experience. APOSTC-certified applicants must complete a thirty-two-hour training course, while other applicants must complete ninety-five hours of training. Once appointed, reserve troopers must complete annual in-service training and satisfy the same physical fitness standards that apply to permanent troopers.

ii. Internship and Volunteer Programs

The DPS operates two additional unpaid programs: an Internship Program and a Volunteer Program. These programs provide practical experience to participants in administrative, investigative, and patrol settings at most of the Department’s service locations. The Internship Program is open to undergraduate and graduate students who maintain a grade point average of 2.5. If accepted, students may receive academic credit hours for participating in the program. The Volunteer Program is designed for Alabamans who want to learn about the DPS or become more involved in their community. To participate in either program, applicants must pass a background check, sign a nondisclosure agreement, serve a certain number of hours, adhere to the DPS’ policies and procedures, and complete tasks assigned to them by a supervisor. The Department accepts applications to both programs on a rolling basis.

Through these three programs, the ALEA could strengthen its recruitment program by reaching additional female potential trooper applicants. The Internship, Reserve, and Volunteer programs target different groups of people who may be at different stages of their careers. The Internship Program encourages college students to begin their law enforcement careers as troopers. The Reserve Program allows APOSTC-certified officers to consider the trooper position as their next law enforcement job. The Volunteer Program gives people a glimpse of a trooper’s daily responsibilities and may encourage participants to make a mid-career change. To broaden awareness of and interest in these programs, the ALEA should develop an information sheet about them and distribute that document at recruitment events and to its recruitment contacts.

c. Improve coordination with the State Personnel Department

The ALEA should closely coordinate its recruitment efforts with the SPD. To start, the ALEA should regularly meet with the SPD to discuss the Agency’s recruitment program and to learn
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85 28 C.F.R. § 42.303(b) (2014).
about effective recruitment strategies that other state agencies use. It should also ask the SPD to provide information about how candidates learn about the trooper job. The SPD’s trooper application form asks applicants to note how they learned about the job and includes sixteen potential recruitment sources, including many that the OCR discusses in the Report (e.g., a newspaper, a college placement or career office, a high school counselor, an outreach program, and a television or radio commercial). These data could help the ALEA to identify which recruitment activities encourage the most women to apply for the trooper position, to refine its recruitment efforts, and to reach additional female potential applicants. Despite these benefits, the DPS did not ask the SPD to provide this information. During future trooper hiring cycles, the ALEA should obtain and analyze these data. It should also publicize information about each trooper hiring process. When the SPD issues a vacancy announcement for the trooper position, it posts on its website a Trooper Candidate Information Guide (Guide), which provides information about the written test for trooper applicants.86 The ALEA should post the Guide on its website as well so that more female potential trooper applicants can learn about applying for this position.

d. Provide information about trooper vacancies to all ALEA employees

The ALEA should notify all of its employees when it seeks to hire additional troopers. Several of the DPS’ female sworn officers applied for their positions after hearing about the opportunity from current troopers. Indeed, during past hiring cycles, the DPS’ personnel manager e-mailed the trooper job announcement to all Department employees. But in hiring troopers in 2014, the DPS did not notify employees about this selection process because the DPS relied on the SPD’s candidates register from 2009. More recently, the ALEA distributed the SPD’s August 12, 2015, trooper vacancy announcement to all Agency employees. The ALEA should continue to adhere to this practice. It should also encourage female civilian personnel to apply for this position and ask female troopers to refer applicants to the SPD.

VI. The DPS’ Selection of Troopers

The OCR evaluated the DPS’ efforts to hire entry-level troopers over the past six years and focused on its 2009 hiring cycle, during which it hired forty-five troopers; on its 2011 hiring cycle, during which it hired no troopers; and on its 2014 hiring cycle, during which it hired twenty-two troopers.87 In this section of the Report, the OCR describes the DPS’ processes for hiring and training troopers. Then, the OCR evaluates the DPS’ compliance with the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations, as to the selection of troopers.

87 The OCR did not evaluate the SPD’s efforts, from 2006 – 2009, to create the register on which the DPS relied in hiring these troopers.
A. **Background Information on the DPS’ Entry-Level Trooper Hiring and Training Process**

As the OCR explained in Section V.C.1.d of the Report, when the DPS wanted to hire entry-level troopers, it asked the SPD to send it a Certification of Eligibles (COE). After the DPS received the COE, Department personnel sent a letter to all applicants on the COE, processed applicants who responded to the letter, administered a pre-offer physical agility and ability test, administered several additional selection devices, including a background investigation, and decided to whom to extend conditional offers of employment. If applicants accepted these offers, they attended the Department’s Alabama Criminal Justice Training Center (Academy) and, if they completed the Academy, became certified troopers.

1. **Applicant Letter**

In the DPS’ letter, it asked applicants to confirm they remained interested in the trooper position and to attend a processing session at the Academy. The DPS also notified applicants that, immediately after processing, it would administer a physical agility and ability test, which applicants had to pass in order to receive a conditional offer of employment.

2. **Applicant Processing**

At the processing stage, the DPS gathered additional information from candidates about their applications. To facilitate its background investigations of the applicants, the Department fingerprinted and photographed them, and conducted initial background interviews of them. It also identified any vision problems that applicants had to correct before entering the Academy.

3. **Pre-Offer Physical Agility and Ability Test**

After the processing phase of the selection process, the DPS administered its pre-offer physical agility and ability test (Pre-Offer PAAT), which included an obstacle course and required applicants to perform push-ups, sit-ups, and a 1.5-mile run. The obstacle course, or agility, portion of this test had four parts: (1) pushing a standard patrol vehicle, in neutral, fifteen feet; (2) climbing a six-foot wall or chain-link fence; (3) stepping through an obstacle that resembled a small open window; (4) walking the length of a balance beam that was approximately four inches from the ground; and (5) dragging a 165-pound dummy fifteen feet. An applicant had two chances to complete each obstacle, but had to finish the entire course within ninety seconds. Following a twenty-minute break, applicants took the ability portion of the test, which had three parts: (1) performing twenty-two push-ups in sixty seconds; (2) performing twenty-five sit-ups in sixty seconds; and (3) running 1.5 miles in 15 minutes and 28 seconds or less. In administering the test, Department personnel video recorded the applicants and documented their performance.
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88 No provision of Alabama law required the DPS to administer this test to trooper applicants. Indeed, in discussing APOSTC’s role in setting standards for a law enforcement agency’s hiring process, as to sworn personnel, an APOSTC representative reaffirmed to the OCR that the APOSTC lacks the authority to set such standards regarding an agency’s pre-offer hiring process.
on score sheets. After the test, the DPS notified applicants whether they passed or failed it.

4. **Additional Requirements and Final Selection**

Before the DPS extended conditional offers of employment to trooper applicants who passed the Pre-Offer PAAT, it conducted background investigations of them and empaneled a selection board to consider their applications. The background investigation evaluated the applicants’ credit history, educational background, job history, and personal and family references. Next, a selection board, which included all of the DPS’ division chiefs, considered to whom to extend conditional offers of employment. In making these decisions, the board considered the information the DPS collected during the selection process, including through its background investigations, and the number of slots available at the Academy. In reviewing each candidate’s file, the board also identified any factors that automatically disqualified an applicant from serving as a trooper.89

Once the board made its conditional offer decisions, the DPS notified the successful applicants and, for those applicants who accepted the conditional employment offers, administered a medical examination, a psychological examination, and a urinalysis test. If applicants passed these screening tools, the selection board reviewed their applications one more time and made final decisions about which candidates should receive offers to become probationary troopers. After the board selected these troopers, the DPS notified them of the board’s decision and provided information about the Academy.

5. **The Academy and Certification**

Under the APOSTC’s requirements, trooper recruits must complete the DPS’ Academy in order to become certified troopers.90 As part of this training, recruits must complete 520 hours of instruction on various substantive topics, pass written tests on those topics,91 complete forty-three hours of firearms training, and pass a firearms skills test.

In addition, within five days of entering the Academy, recruits must pass a physical agility and ability test (APOSTC PAAT) that has the same components as the Pre-Offer PAAT.92 The agility phase of the test is a multi-staged obstacle course where applicants must push a standard patrol vehicle fifteen feet; scale a six-foot wooden or chain-link fence; climb through an opening that simulates a window; sprint across a balance beam that is approximately four inches off the ground; and drag a 165-pound dummy fifteen feet. Applicants have ninety seconds to traverse
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89 See DPS, Order No. 34, Employment Disqualifications for Trooper/Cadet/Capitol Police Applicants (Sept. 1, 2008).
91 Id. at 650-X-3.02(1)–(13). On June 19, 2013, APOSTC increased the length of the Academy instruction from 480 hours to 520 hours; this change became effective on January 2, 2014. See APOSTC, 520 Hour Basic Training Curriculum (Jan. 1, 2014), https://web.archive.org/web/20151223162601/http://www.apostc.state.al.us/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=u4l07IiGhbl%3D&tabid=58.
the course and have two attempts to pass each part. Following a twenty-minute break, applicants must pass the ability portion of the test, which measures an applicant’s ability to complete push-ups, sit-ups, and a 1.5-mile run. Applicants must perform at least twenty-two push-ups in sixty seconds. Then, after a minimum twenty-minute break, applicants must complete twenty-five sit-ups in sixty seconds. After another break of at least twenty minutes, applicants must run 1.5 miles within 15 minutes and 28 seconds. If applicants fail any part of the test, they fail the entire APOSTC PAAT, but can retake it between forty-eight and seventy-two hours after failing it. If they fail the retest, they cannot continue in the Academy training program.

B. The DPS’ Obligation to Provide Demographic Information on Its Recently Hired Troopers

Under the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations, a recipient must identify the number of individuals, classified by sex, who, within the preceding fiscal year, (1) applied for employment, (2) received offers of employment from the recipient, and (3) accepted the recipient’s offers of employment. In hiring entry-level troopers in 2014, the DPS relied on the SPD to issue a Certification of Eligibles, which the SPD prepared after receiving applications from 1,798 male applicants and 134 female applicants. At the end of this trooper hiring process, the DPS extended offers of employment to twenty-three males and zero females; twenty-two of these men accepted the DPS’ offer to enter the Academy as entry-level troopers. The OCR finds that the DPS is in compliance with this reporting requirement, as to the trooper position.

C. The DPS’ Obligation to Identify and Address Discriminatory Selection Devices

A recipient that receives funding under the Safe Streets Act must utilize nondiscriminatory selection devices in hiring employees, such as troopers. Under the Safe Streets Act’s regulations, the OCR applies Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII) to determine whether a recipient engaged in prohibited, sex-based employment discrimination against applicants. Title VII prohibits a recipient from adopting employment practices that are “fair in form, but discriminatory in operation.” The Supreme Court enunciated this disparate impact theory of discrimination in *Griggs v. Duke Power Co.* According to the *Griggs* Court, under Title VII, employers cannot erect employment obstacles that serve as “built-in headwinds” and prevent members of protected classes, like women, from accessing particular job opportunities. Congress later amended Title VII to codify *Griggs’* disparate impact test.
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94 28 C.F.R. § 42.304(c) (2014).
95 42 U.S.C. § 3789d(c)(1) (2012); 28 C.F.R. § 42.203(b)(10).
To establish a disparate impact claim based on sex, the OCR must satisfy a two-part *prima facie* test. First, the OCR must identify a facially neutral practice.\(^{100}\) Second, we must demonstrate that the identified practice caused statistically significant adverse results against female applicants, as compared to male applicants.\(^{101}\) The OCR can also rely on additional evidence of discrimination to bolster its *prima facie* disparate impact case against a respondent.\(^{102}\)

Once the OCR establishes a *prima facie* case of disparate impact, the burden of proof shifts to the respondent, who must show “that the challenged practice is job related for the position in question and consistent with business necessity.”\(^{103}\) Even if the respondent can satisfy this rigorous standard, the OCR still prevails if it can identify an alternative employment practice that has less disparate impact and still meets the respondent’s business needs.\(^{104}\)

1. **The DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT Is a Facially Neutral Selection Device That Adversely Impacted Women**

The OCR identifies the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT as a selection device that inappropriately excluded women during its 2009, 2011, and 2014 trooper hiring processes; these findings are statistically significant. To come to this conclusion, the OCR reviewed the selection devices the Department utilized and considered their effects on actual applicants.\(^{105}\) We refer to this information as applicant flow data. In evaluating these data, the OCR applies (1) the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (Uniform Guidelines)\(^{106}\) and, in particular, the Uniform Guidelines’ Four-Fifths, or 80%, Test, and (2) the Fisher’s Exact Test.\(^{107}\) Under the Four-Fifths Test, if, for a particular job, a respondent uses a selection device that selects applicants of one sex at a rate that is less than four-fifths (or 80%) of the selection rate for applicants of the other sex, the OCR views that as some evidence that the selection process adversely impacts the sex with the lower passage rate.\(^{108}\) The Uniform Guidelines recognize that
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\(^{101}\) Watson, 487 U.S. at 994; see also EEOC v. Joe’s Stone Crab, Inc., 220 F.3d 1263, 1268 (11th Cir. 2000).


\(^{104}\) Id. § 2000e-2(k)(1)(A)(ii).

\(^{105}\) See Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. United States, 433 U.S. 299, 308 n.13 (1977) (emphasizing that applicant flow data are “very relevant” in evaluating an employer’s hiring practices); Richardson v. Lamar Cty. Bd. of Educ., 729 F. Supp. 806, 822–23, 825 (M.D. Ala. 1989) (observing that, in evaluating the disparate impact of an employment test, it is most logical to consider the effects of the test on actual examinees), aff’d, 935 F.2d 1240 (11th Cir. 1991).

\(^{106}\) See 28 C.F.R. § 42.203(b)(10) (2014); id. § 50.14(4)(C).

\(^{107}\) Id. § 50.14(4)(D).

\(^{108}\) Id. § 50.14(4)(C), (D). For example, if 100 males took an employment test and ninety of those males passed it, then the selection rate for male applicants would be 90/100 (or 90%). If seventy females took the same test and thirty-five females passed it, then the female selection rate would be 35/70 (or 50%). By comparing the female selection rate (50%) with the male selection rate (90%), the OCR would demonstrate that the female selection rate was 50/90 (or 55.55%) of the male selection rate. Because the female selection rate was less than 80% of the male selection rate, the OCR could conclude that the employment test adversely impacted female applicants, if the adverse impact is confirmed by further statistical analysis.
the OCR should apply an additional test to determine that the device’s results are statistically significant.109 To that end, the OCR uses the Fisher’s Exact Test. This test is useful in evaluating whether, as to a small sample, an employer’s selection devices adversely impact women.110 By relying on this test, the OCR can determine whether an employment practice has a disparate impact on women that is statistically significant, or, stated differently, unlikely to occur by chance.111 A Fisher’s Exact Test result is statistically significant if it has a p-value of less than five percent.112

In hiring entry-level troopers in 2009, 2011, and 2014, the DPS required applicants to take its Pre-Offer PAAT. The following charts identify the number of male and female applicants who passed this test, and applies the Four-Fifths Test and the Fisher’s Exact Test to those data:

| The DPS’ Administration of Pre-Offer PAAT to Trooper Applicants: 2009 Hiring Process |
|---------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Male Passers/Total Number of Males Taking Test | Male Pass Rate | Female Passers/Total Number of Females Taking Test | Female Pass Rate | Ratio of Female Pass Rate to Male Pass Rate (Four-Fifths Test Results) | Fisher’s Exact Test Results |
| 150/178 | 84.27% | 4/9 | 44.44% | 52.74% | Two-tailed p-value equals 0.0096 (statistically significant) |

| The DPS’ Administration of Pre-Offer PAAT to Trooper Applicants: 2011 Hiring Process |
|---------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Male Passers/Total Number of Males Taking Test | Male Pass Rate | Female Passers/Total Number of Females Taking Test | Female Pass Rate | Ratio of Female Pass Rate to Male Pass Rate (Four-Fifths Test Results) | Fisher’s Exact Test Results |
| 164/202 | 81.18% | 3/7 | 42.86% | 52.79% | Two-tailed p-value equals 0.0314 (statistically significant) |

109 Id. § 50.14(4)(D).
112 Bazile, 858 F. Supp. 2d at 738.
113 See Compliance Review Report, supra note 55.
The Four-Fifths Test results suggest that this selection device improperly screened out women in 2009, 2011, and 2014 because the female selection rate was less than eighty percent of the male selection rate. Corroborating these results, the Fisher’s Exact Test shows that this device had a statistically significant disparate impact on female applicants. Given these results, the OCR satisfies both prongs of the prima facie disparate impact test. Recall that, under the first element of this test, the OCR must identify a facially neutral practice that contributed to a hiring process that adversely impacted women. Here, for the 2009, 2011, and 2014 entry-level trooper hiring processes, the facially neutral employment practice is the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT.

Under the second prong of the prima facie test, the OCR must demonstrate that the Pre-Offer PAAT caused statistically significant adverse results against female applicants. Stated differently, there must be evidence that this test proximately caused the disparity, and that the degree of the disparity was “sufficiently substantial” to raise “an inference of causation.”

Through the Fisher’s Exact Test, the OCR demonstrates that the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT had a statistically significant disparate impact on women. As the OCR explains above, the Fisher’s Exact Test is an especially apt statistical tool when there are small sample sizes at issue. In evaluating the merits of a disparate impact case, “[i]f there is no rigid mathematical threshold” for establishing statistical significance, Courts in the Eleventh Circuit generally consider a p-value of at least five percent, or 1.96 “standard deviations,” as sufficient prima facie evidence that an employment practice harms individuals because of their membership in a protected class.

Here, the Fisher’s Exact Test results satisfy this threshold of statistical significance. As a result, the OCR concludes that the Pre-Offer PAAT excluded women from the 2009, 2011, and 2014 hiring processes because of their sex.
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114 Watson, 487 U.S. at 995; see also Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio, 490 U.S. 642, 650 (1989); EEOC v. Joe’s Stone Crab, Inc., 220 F.3d 1263, 1278 (11th Cir. 2000).


116 See Peightal v. Metro. Dade Cty., 26 F.3d 1545, 1556 (11th Cir. 1994); Groves, 776 F. Supp. at 1526; see also Castaneda v. Partida, 430 U.S. 482, 496 n.17 (1977); Jones v. City of Boston, 752 F.3d 38, 46–47 (1st Cir. 2014); BARBARA T. LINDEMANN, PAUL GROSSMAN & C. GEOFFREY WEIRICH, 1 EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION LAW 3-19–20 (5th ed. 2012); 2 id. at 35–71. The standard deviation is a unit of measurement that allows statisticians to measure all types of disparities in common terms. Palmer v. Shultz, 815 F.2d 84, 92 n.7 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (internal quotations omitted) (citing D. BALDUS & J. COLE, STATISTICAL PROOF OF DISCRIMINATION 359 (1980)).

117 Wright v. Stern, 450 F. Supp. 2d 335, 368 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (“When statistical tests sufficiently diminish chance as a likely explanation, it can then be presumed that an apparently substantial difference in pass rates is attributable to discriminatory bias.”); see also Bazile v. City of Houston, 858 F. Supp. 2d 718, 765–68 (S.D. Tex. 2012) (relying in part on Fisher’s Exact Test results to conclude that plaintiffs satisfied their prima facie disparate impact burden under Title VII by showing that a facially neutral promotion exam excluded black candidates); Easterling v. Conn.
selection device, it would have hired additional female troopers. In 2009, an additional 3.6 women would have advanced to the next selection stage, and an additional 1.05 women would be expected to be hired. In 2014, 2.8 women would have advanced to the next selection stage, and one woman (0.99, to be precise) would be expected to be hired.\textsuperscript{118}

2. Additional Evidence of Discrimination

In the Eleventh Circuit, to buttress its \textit{prima facie} case of disparate impact, the OCR may use additional, non-statistical evidence that the respondent’s selection process discriminated against female applicants.\textsuperscript{119} As further support for its position that the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT adversely impacted female applicants, the OCR relies on the DPS’ (1) failure to evaluate the effect of its recruitment practices on female potential applicants and (2) failure to evaluate the effect of its selection procedures on female applicants.

a. The DPS did not evaluate the impact of its recruitment practices on female potential applicants

Since 2009, the DPS hired sixty-six male troopers and only one female trooper. Despite this lackluster record of hiring women, the Department did not improve its recruitment practices. Instead, as the OCR already explained in discussing the Department’s recruitment program,\textsuperscript{120} the DPS disregarded its chronic failure to ensure gender diversity among its trooper corps, even though its involvement in prior litigation notified it of its challenges in this area.\textsuperscript{121} It did not evaluate whether its recruitment program effectively encouraged women to apply to become troopers, despite the clear requirement in the Safe Streets Act’s EEOC regulations that it conduct such a self-assessment. It repeatedly relied on an outdated register of applicants to hire troopers, even though its reliance on that register distorted the gender composition of its trooper applicant pool. And then it blamed its failure to recruit women on a lack of interest among female potential applicants, rather than on the easily identifiable deficiencies in its own recruitment program. The DPS’ failure to take seriously its obligations to recruit women as troopers is further evidence that, as to its selection processes in 2009, 2011, and 2014, the DPS displayed a total disregard for the disparate impact that its Pre-Offer PAAT had on women.

\textsuperscript{118} Because the DPS did not provide data on the APOSTC-certification status of trooper applicants, despite the OCR’s request for that information, the OCR’s expert statistician cannot calculate what effect, if any, applicants’ APOSTC-certification status might have on these calculations.
\textsuperscript{120} \textit{See} Compliance Review Report, \textit{supra} Section V.C.
\textsuperscript{121} \textit{Id.} Section III.A.
b. The DPS did not evaluate the impact of its Pre-Offer PAAT on female applicants

Contrary to the requirements of the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations, the DPS did not consider whether its administration of the Pre-Offer PAAT inappropriately excluded women. Under these regulations, a recipient must annually determine whether it uses selection devices that adversely impact applicants based on their sex.\(^{122}\) If it identifies deficiencies in its applicant-screening process, it should timely correct them.\(^{123}\)

Three times since 2009, the DPS used a Pre-Offer PAAT to screen trooper applicants that discriminated against women. Despite these negative results, the DPS did not revisit the Pre-Offer PAAT, but instead continued to administer it. Based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the Department did not evaluate its trooper hiring process to determine whether this selection device adversely impacted female applicants.\(^{124}\) If the DPS had reviewed the effects of the Pre-Offer PAAT on applicants in 2009, 2011, and 2014, it would have readily discovered that the test adversely impacted female trooper applicants. Armed with that knowledge, the Department could have – and, indeed, should have – cured this deficiency by revising this test or removing it from the pre-offer selection process. But it did not and, as recently as August 2014, continued to assert that the Pre-Offer PAAT had no known or likely disparate impact on women.\(^{125}\) The DPS’ inaction is especially concerning because, to resolve the Paradise litigation, it agreed to monitor the effects of its screening procedures for the trooper position on female applicants.\(^{126}\) At some point, the DPS abandoned this practice. The Department’s disregard of the requirements of the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations, as to the Pre-Offer PAAT, further supports the OCR’s conclusion that the Pre-Offer PAAT discriminated against female trooper applicants in 2009, 2011, and 2014.

3. The DPS’ Purported Defense of Its Pre-Offer PAAT

Once the OCR satisfies the prima facie elements of its disparate impact case, the burden of proof shifts to the respondent to show that the employment practice adversely impacting women is sufficiently job related and serves a business necessity.\(^{127}\) To determine whether the respondent establishes this two-prong defense, the OCR considers the respondent’s justifications for using the discriminatory practice.\(^{128}\) While the DPS advances several arguments to defend its reliance
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122 28 C.F.R. § 42.303(a), .303(c)(2), .304(g), (g)(1), .306(a) (2014).
123 Id. § 42.306(b).
124 DPS Response to OCR Data Request Nos. 24.k, 29 (Aug. 28, 2014). This response directly contradicts the DPS’ June 2012 and June 2014 Utilization Reports, which assert that the DPS would initiate “cooperative efforts with the State Personnel Department to review their selection procedures for all positions within DPS.” DPS, EEOP Utilization Report unnumbered 9 (June 8, 2012) (on file with the OCR); DPS, EEOP Utilization Report unnumbered 9 (June 27, 2014) (on file with the OCR).
125 DPS Response to OCR Data Request No. 24.k (Aug. 28, 2014) (Question: “[D]escribe the known or likely disparate impact on women, if any, of the use of the [Pre-Offer PAAT] and its criteria;” Answer: “None”).
126 See Paradise EEOP, supra note 62, at 1, 4; see also 28 C.F.R. § 42.203(i)(1).
on the Pre-Offer PAAT, they do not demonstrate that its use of this physical assessment is sufficiently job related or consistent with business necessity.

a. The DPS does not show that the Pre-Offer PAAT is related to the trooper position

i. The Uniform Guidelines’ analytical framework

Under the job-related prong of its defense, a respondent must show that a discriminatory test, including the score it uses to eliminate applicants, has “a manifest relationship” to the job in question. In evaluating whether a respondent meets this standard, the OCR applies the Uniform Guidelines, which provide a validation-based framework for measuring the nexus, if any, between the respondent’s test and the job at issue. In this context, the concept of validation means that the respondent utilizes professionally accepted methods to demonstrate that a test is “predictive of or significantly correlated with important elements of work behavior which comprise or are relevant to the job.” To validate a test’s cut score, an employer should show that the score is “reasonable and consistent with normal expectations of acceptable proficiency within the work force.”

The Uniform Guidelines permit respondents to rely on the following three types of validation to show that a selection device is sufficiently job related: criterion-related validation, content validation, and construct validation. Under criterion-related validation, the respondent demonstrates a correlation between an applicant’s performance on a test and objective standards for measuring successful performance of the job at issue. Content validation means that the respondent’s selection procedure “closely approximates tasks to be performed on the job.” If a respondent relies on a construct validity study, it should demonstrate that the selection procedure measures the degree to which applicants have identifiable characteristics that are important for successful performance of the job in question. For each type of validation, the Uniform Guidelines describe both the minimum technical standards that a respondent should satisfy and the required documentation that a respondent should maintain.
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131 Albermarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 431 (1975) (internal quotation omitted).
132 28 C.F.R. § 50.14(5)(H); Richardson v. Lamar Cty. Bd. of Educ., 729 F. Supp. 806, 822–23, 825 (M.D. Ala. 1989) (holding that an employment test was invalid, in part because its cut scores were improper), aff’d, 935 F.2d 1240 (11th Cir. 1991).
135 Groves, 776 F. Supp. at 1530 n.26; see also 28 C.F.R. § 50.14(5)(B).
137 See 28 C.F.R. § 50.14(14), (15).
ii. The DPS may not rely on the BPD’s and the APOSTC’s research to support its Pre-Offer PAAT

Because the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT purports to measure whether applicants are sufficiently physically fit to serve as troopers, the DPS relies on criterion-related validation studies that the BPD and the APOSTC conducted, which the OCR refers to as the BPD Validity Study and the APOSTC Job Analysis Study. Under the Uniform Guidelines, a respondent may rely on another user’s criterion-related validity study to establish job-relatedness if the respondent satisfies the following requirements: (1) the study satisfies the Uniform Guidelines’ validation standards; (2) the incumbents in the respondent’s job and the incumbents in the job that is the subject of the study perform substantially the same tasks, as shown by job analyses of both jobs; (3) the study investigates whether the test is fair, as to men and women, or, if the study does not evaluate test fairness, the respondent conducts this assessment, if technically feasible; and (4) the respondent takes into account variables that might affect how the study applies to the respondent. In the following subsections of the Report, the OCR concludes that the DPS does not satisfy the first, third, and fourth prongs of this test.

The DPS may not apply the BPD and the APOSTC studies to its administration of the Pre-Offer PAAT to trooper applicants in 2009, 2011, and 2014 because: (1) the BPD Validity Study does not show that the Pre-Offer PAAT predicts on-the-job trooper performance (Requirement One); (2) the BPD Validity Study does not show that the Pre-Offer PAAT’s qualifying standards are appropriate (Requirement One); (3) the DPS does not satisfy the Uniform Guidelines’ standards as to test fairness (Requirement Three); and (4) the DPS undertook no ongoing effort to confirm the validity of the PAAT (Requirement Four). The DPS also did not provide adequate documentation about either study, contrary to another requirement of the Uniform Guidelines.

(1) Summaries of the BPD and the APOSTC studies

(a) The BPD Validity Study

In 1998, the BPD sought to validate the APOSTC’s standards for selecting law enforcement personnel in Alabama. At the time of the BPD Validity Study, the APOSTC PAAT required
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139 28 C.F.R. § 50.14(7) (citing Section 14 of the Uniform Guidelines); Adoption of Questions and Answers to Clarify and Provide a Common Interpretation of the Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 44 Fed. Reg. 11,996, 12,005 (Mar. 2, 1979) (Q&A No. 66).
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applicants to first complete a 200-yard obstacle course in ninety seconds or less, which consisted of the following tasks in order of occurrence: (1) pushing a standard-sized automobile, in neutral, thirty feet; (2) climbing a six-foot wooden or chain-link fence; (3) climbing through a window opening; (4) walking a fifteen-foot-long, six-inch-wide balance beam; and (5) dragging a 165-pound dummy thirty feet.\textsuperscript{143} Within one minute of completing the obstacle course, applicants had to pull the trigger of a standard police revolver thirty times in thirty seconds while holding the revolver straight out at arms-length.\textsuperscript{144} Applicants then completed the physical ability segment of the test; applicants had to complete (1) a minimum of twenty-two push-ups in one minute, (2) a minimum of twenty-five sit-ups in one minute, and (3) a 1.5-mile run in fifteen minutes and twenty-eight seconds or less.\textsuperscript{145}

In conducting the BPD Validity Study, the researchers reviewed data from a job analysis study the BPD had conducted in 1997. The purpose of that job analysis study was to identify an entry-level BPD officer’s essential physical job functions and the physical abilities that an officer needed to successfully perform those job functions.\textsuperscript{146} In conducting that study, the BPD designed a survey, which it administered to a random sample of 102 incumbent BPD officers.\textsuperscript{147} The survey included questions about the entry-level BPD officer position and asked officers (1) to note whether they needed to be able to perform twenty-two particular physical abilities, (2) to select tasks on the questionnaire they associated with each identified physical ability, (3) to state whether they performed each task frequently, and (4) to note whether each task was critical to their jobs.\textsuperscript{148} Among all of the listed tasks, the participants noted that officers most frequently pursue suspects and engage in violent confrontations.\textsuperscript{149}

To validate the obstacle course, push-up, sit-up, and 1.5-mile-run parts of the APOSTC PAAT, the researchers developed pursue and subdue events in an effort to simulate an officer’s completion of the frequently encountered job tasks of violent confrontation and pursuit of suspects. The researchers developed a short Birmingham Pursue and Subdue (BPAS) task and a long BPAS task, both of which required participants to pursue a suspect on foot through a series of obstacles and then to subdue the suspect in a physical confrontation.\textsuperscript{150} The researchers used both BPAS tasks to validate the APOSTC PAAT’s components.\textsuperscript{151}

Next, the researchers asked various BPD officers to take the APOSTC PAAT, the short BPAS task, and the long BPAS task. From the original sample of 102 BPD officers who completed the job analysis study, ninety officers took the APOSTC PAAT.\textsuperscript{152} The researchers randomly
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selected forty-nine of these officers to complete the short BPAS task and fifty officers to complete the long BPAS task. 153 A panel of BPD-appointed experts observed the tests and rated each officer’s performance on the short or long BPAS task on a subjective scale of “one” (fail) to “four” (excellent), with a minimum rating of “three” required to pass. 154 The experts also evaluated how long it took each officer to complete the short or long BPAS task and established the minimum performance standard for each task based on the slowest performance on each task that was rated “three” or higher. 155 Of the forty-nine officers who completed the short BPAS task, fifteen did not have acceptable performances. 156 Of the fifty officers who completed the long BPAS task, twenty-five failed the event. 157

The researchers concluded that the APOSTC PAAT, and its obstacle course, push-up, sit-up, and 1.5-mile-run components, was a valid way to screen out recruits who cannot adequately perform difficult police tasks. 158

(b) The APOSTC Job Analysis Study

After the BPD Validity Study purported to validate the APOSTC PAAT, the APOSTC sought to extrapolate those results to the hiring of sworn personnel by law enforcement agencies throughout Alabama. To do that, the APOSTC conducted its own job analysis study of entry-level law enforcement officers in the state and tried to draw comparisons between all of these positions and the job of a BPD officer. Specifically, it wanted to establish that (1) BPD officers and all sworn personnel in Alabama perform similar job tasks, and (2) BPD officers and all sworn personnel in Alabama must possess the same physical abilities to perform those tasks. 159 In undertaking this project, researchers compared the job skills of BPD officers to those of 319 entry-level officers at other law enforcement agencies in Alabama. First, the researchers administered a survey to the non-BPD officers to obtain information about their essential job tasks. 160 Then, the researchers compared those tasks to the ones the BPD officers identified in taking the BPD Validity Study’s survey. According to the researchers, in both the BPD sample and the statewide sample, participants noted that they most frequently pursued suspects and engaged in violent confrontations. 161 Based on this comparison, the researchers concluded that the job requirements of entry-level law enforcement officers in Alabama were similar to the requirements of entry-level BPD officers. 162
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(2) Reasons why the DPS cannot rely on the BPD and the APOSTC studies

(a) The BPD Validity Study does not meet the Uniform Guidelines’ validation standards

(i) The study does not show that performance on the APOSTC PAAT predicts an officer’s on-the-job performance

The DPS cannot rely on the BPD Validity Study to support its 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT because the BPD did not show that performance on the APOSTC PAAT predicted job performance as a police officer. According to the OCR’s expert industrial/organizational psychologist, the researchers’ approach to validating the APOSTC PAAT did not meet professional standards. The researchers conducting the BPD Validity Study did not design it to measure any on-the-job performance requirements of BPD officers. Instead, the researchers created the short and long BPAS tasks, which sought to simulate events that might occur on the job. The researchers made no effort to show that officers’ performance on the BPAS’ hypothetical job performance measures had any relationship to fundamental measures of BPD officers’ on-the-job performance. Nor did they consider the actual job performance of any of the officers who participated in the study, which made it impossible to measure any relationship between officers’ performance on the APOSTC PAAT and their performance on the job. Moreover, the researchers provided no data on how men and women separately performed on the BPAS tasks, on the APOSTC PAAT, or on the job; as a result, the OCR cannot determine whether the BPD Validity Study’s outcomes were biased against female participants.

The BPD Validity Study suffers from another significant methodological flaw: it inappropriately measured correlations between three tests, rather than correlations between the results of the APOSTC PAAT and a BPD officer’s job performance. The study attempted to show that BPD officers’ performance on the BPAS job simulations related to their performance on the APOSTC PAAT. These tests measured similar physical fitness levels. When tests measure the same ability, an employer is likely to learn that there are significant correlations between a participant’s results on them. It is thus not particularly surprising that, in the BPD Validity
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Study, the researchers identified a significant correlation between the participants’ performance on the APOSTC PAAT’s events and their completion times on the short and long BPAS tasks.\textsuperscript{172} Stated differently, participants who performed poorly on the APOSTC PAAT tended to perform poorly on the short or long BPAS task.\textsuperscript{173}

The BPD’s identification of this correlation does not satisfy the Uniform Guidelines because it did not use actual job performance data to validate the APOSTC PAAT.\textsuperscript{174} For example, it did not determine whether male and female officers who performed poorly on the PAAT also performed poorly as BPD officers.\textsuperscript{175} The researchers also did not show that performance on the BPAS’ hypothetical job performance measures by male and female officers had any relationship to those officers’ job performance.\textsuperscript{176} Indeed, sizable numbers of the BPD officers who took the short and long BPAS tasks – 31% and 50%, respectively – failed those tests. Unless all of these officers were, in fact, poor performers, these results suggest that the BPD Validity Study did not measure the real-world responsibilities of law enforcement officers and that the DPS should not have relied on it in screening trooper candidates.\textsuperscript{177} Contrary to the Uniform Guidelines’ standards, the BPD Validity Study does not provide evidence that a police officer’s performance178\textsuperscript{178} Here, the BPD Validity Study wholly fails to satisfy this requirement. The BPD used the results from the short and long BPAS tasks to defend the passing standards of the APOSTC PAAT.\textsuperscript{179} But the BPD Validity Study makes no effort to show that male and female officers who passed these tasks, failed these tasks, or had different scores on them actually performed better or worse as police officers.\textsuperscript{180} In fact, the DPS requires incumbent troopers to take a physical fitness test that has standards for completing push-ups, sit-ups, and a 1.5-mile run that are different than the passing standards on
the APOSTC PAAT.\textsuperscript{181} Notably, as the OCR discusses in greater detail in concluding that the APOSTC PAAT does not satisfy a business necessity, a trooper could obtain a score that would fail the APOSTC PAAT’s standard but that would actually surpass the DPS’ physical fitness standard.\textsuperscript{182} Such an outcome critically undermines any argument that the Pre-Offer PAAT’s qualifying standards are an appropriate proxy for acceptable trooper performance on the job. The study also does not explain why an applicant must pass multiple hurdles to obtain an overall passing score on the APOSTC PAAT, rather than, for instance, allowing an agency to consider how well or how poorly an applicant performed on each test component.\textsuperscript{183} These failures are especially troubling given that many of the officers who took the short and long BPAS tasks failed them and given the potential that the test could adversely impact female applicants.\textsuperscript{184}

(b) The DPS did not satisfy the Uniform Guidelines’ standards, as to test fairness

Even if the BPD Validity Study satisfied the Uniform Guidelines’ validation standards (which it does not), the DPS could not rely on it because the DPS did not evaluate whether its Pre-Offer PAAT is unfair, as to female applicants. Under the Uniform Guidelines, an employer should show that the study it wants to use from another entity is fair.\textsuperscript{185} As to the protected class of sex, this test fairness concept relates to a possible mismatch between the performance of men and women on a screening test and their subsequent performance on the job. As the Uniform Guidelines explain, if women tend to obtain lower scores on a particular test than men, but women ultimately perform as well as men in the at-issue position, then a respondent’s use of that test “may unfairly deny opportunities” to women.\textsuperscript{186} When a test has significant disparities, it is especially important for the respondent to investigate whether it treats women fairly.\textsuperscript{187} The BPD Validity Study did not evaluate this issue and did not note whether the APOSTC PAAT predicted performance the same way for male and female peace officers.\textsuperscript{188} As a result, the DPS should have conducted its own study of test fairness, especially in light of the chronic, statistically significant disparate impact that the Pre-Offer PAAT had on female applicants. Despite this standard, the DPS conducted no such study and offers no explanation for its failure to do so.\textsuperscript{189} Therefore, it may not rely on the BPD Validity Study to defend its Pre-Offer PAAT.
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The DPS and the APOSTC made no ongoing effort to confirm the validity of the PAAT.

The DPS cannot rely on the APOSTC Job Analysis Study because neither the APOSTC nor the DPS determined whether the study’s key conclusion – that all law enforcement agencies in Alabama may administer the PAAT, based on the BPD Validity Study – applies with equal force today. During the fifteen years since the BPD commissioned its study on the PAAT, the APOSTC and the DPS could have further explored the relationship, if any, between the PAAT and the job performance of peace officers, and in particular female troopers, in Alabama. Yet they did not do so. They provided no information confirming that hired applicants’ job performance actually relate to their PAAT results, and the DPS made no effort to show that the Pre-Offer PAAT’s disparate impact on women – which it should have known about since at least 2009 – accurately reflects some performance disparity between male and female troopers. The APOSTC and the DPS should have conducted research on these topics. Because they did not do so, the DPS may not rely on the APOSTC Job Analysis Study.

The DPS and the APOSTC also did not revisit the wisdom of their continued reliance on the BPD Validity Study, even after the State Personnel Department (SPD) concluded that the tasks measured by the APOSTC PAAT are ones that applicants learn on the job. Under the Uniform Guidelines, employers should not exclude applicants because they lack knowledge, skills, or abilities they will acquire after they become an employee. The BPD Validity Study’s researchers noted that BPD officers most frequently pursue suspects and engage in violent confrontations. To simulate officers’ completion of these tasks, the researchers designed the short and long BPAS tasks, which in turn purported to validate the APOSTC PAAT’s components. The 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT included these parts.

A significant problem with this approach is that the SPD, in a job analysis of the DPS trooper position, concluded that these tasks – pursuing suspects and engaging in violent confrontations – are ones that troopers learn how to conduct after they become troopers. Unlike the DPS, the SPD recognizes that it must periodically revisit whether its selection devices accurately measure whether applicants have the minimal knowledge, skills, and abilities to serve as troopers. To that end, in 2002 and 2003, the SPD sought to develop a written test for trooper applicants. As part of this project, it analyzed the trooper position to identify, among other things, tasks that a trooper performs. To learn about these tasks, the SPD discussed the trooper position with twenty-three subject-matter experts who were incumbent troopers. Through these interviews, it identified several trooper tasks, including pursuing a suspect or a violator; physically restraining, controlling, and subduing individuals; and using a firearm, baton, or chemical spray. In discussing these tasks with the experts, the SPD discovered that troopers learn how to conduct
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them at the Academy or during field service training. As a result, because these tasks are not ones that the DPS should expect an applicant to know when they enter the Academy as trooper employees, the SPD did not consider them in designing its written test for trooper applicants. We agree with the SPD that, in selecting entry-level troopers, the DPS should not have considered whether applicants can perform tasks they would learn on the job. Therefore, the DPS should not have administered the 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT to applicants and should have used the SPD’s research to reconsider the merits of the BPD Validity Study.

(d) The DPS provided inadequate documentation about the BPD and the APOSTC studies

The DPS cannot rely on the BPD and the APOSTC studies because it did not provide adequate documentation about them to the OCR. Under the Uniform Guidelines, an employer must maintain information about any validity study on which it relies to defend a selection procedure that adversely impacts women. When a respondent relies on another entity’s validity study, it must provide information about the following topics: (1) the important job behaviors of the respondent’s job, how it concluded that those behaviors are important, and how those behaviors are the same as the important job behaviors of the job in the validity study; (2) how the respondent determined that the validity study’s criteria are relevant to the respondent; (3) how the validity study’s applicant pool or sample characteristics are similar to those of the respondent; (4) how the race, sex, and ethnic composition of the respondent’s relevant labor market compares to that of the validity study’s sample; (5) how the respondent’s use of the selection procedure is consistent with the findings of the validity study; and (6) a bibliography of reports of the validity of the selection procedure in question.

The DPS does not satisfy these documentation requirements, as to the BPD Validity Study and the APOSTC Job Analysis Study. In particular, it did not provide documents demonstrating that: (1) the BPD’s physical ability test is the same as the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT; (2) BPD officers have the same job responsibilities as DPS troopers; and (3) the BPD’s physical ability test for officer candidates is relevant to the DPS’ physical fitness requirements for troopers. The DPS also did not provide a bibliography of reports showing that its 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT validly measured a candidate’s ability to satisfy the standards for trooper performance, including, as we discuss next, the different physical fitness requirements of DPS Order 37.
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4. The Pre-Offer PAAT is Not Consistent with Business Necessity

In addition to not being related to the duties of the trooper position, the DPS’ 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT is not consistent with business necessity. Under this second prong of its affirmative defense, as to an employment practice that discriminated against female applicants, a respondent must identify a legitimate business goal. Then, it must prove that the challenged hiring practice, such as a physical assessment test’s cutoff scores, is essential to achieving that goal. As the OCR explains in the previous subsection of the Report, the DPS’ 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT included obstacle course, push-up, sit-up, and 1.5-mile-run components, with associated cutoff scores. In considering whether the DPS must use this physical assessment to hire qualified troopers, the OCR compares the cutoff scores for the PAAT’s ability components with the physical fitness standards the Department applies to incumbent troopers. Notably, in measuring the physical abilities of its current trooper corps, the DPS administers a physical assessment test that is different than the Pre-Offer PAAT. As a result, the Department cannot argue that the PAAT is a business necessity, and its affirmative defense fails.

a. The Order 37 physical fitness test

As part of its performance evaluation program, the DPS requires troopers to maintain a minimum level of physical fitness. The DPS measures each trooper’s physical fitness by means of an annual test that it describes in Policy Order 37 (Order 37). Troopers must comply with this physical fitness program so that the Department can “maintain a physically fit and mission-capable law enforcement organization.” In designing the physical fitness test, the DPS relied on several unspecified cardiorespiratory fitness tests from the Cooper Institute, which is a nonprofit organization that provides information about such tests. The Order 37 test is different, in several significant ways, from the DPS’ 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT.

The Order 37 test measures incumbent troopers’ ability to complete a certain number of push-ups in one minute, a certain number of sit-ups in one minute, and a 1.5-mile run or a 2.5-mile walk within certain time limits. For each activity, the DPS establishes different performance levels based on a person’s age. As Appendix A to the Compliance Review Report shows, the test places troopers into one of five age groups: 20-29 years old, 30-39 years old, 40-49 years old, 50-59 years old, and 60 years old or older. Across all age groups and for each activity, the DPS determines whether the trooper meets, exceeds, or consistently exceeds its standards. It also awards points if, for instance, a trooper completes some but not enough push-ups to satisfy the “meets standards” measurement. The Department refers to this as its “participates standards”
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measurement. Unlike the Pre-Offer PAAT, the DPS allows a trooper to opt out of some or all elements of the Order 37 test if the trooper is medically prohibited from participating in strenuous exercise, suffered a temporary injury, or has a modified duty assignment.

Physical training specialists annually administer this test to troopers. After giving the test, the specialist adds up the trooper’s points across all activities and then divides that sum by the number of events in which the trooper participated. A trooper must pass each portion of the test by obtaining a score within the “participates standards” category. To satisfy the physical fitness program and avoid discipline, a trooper must also achieve an overall rating of “meets standards.” During the OCR’s onsite visit, a DPS trooper of senior rank noted that, if troopers fail the test, they can take it again, as many times as they want, to satisfy Order 37’s physical fitness standards. To help troopers prepare for the test, the DPS allows troopers to take three hours each week, as part of their paid schedule, to participate in a workout program.

b. The DPS uses the Order 37 test to ensure troopers are sufficiently physically fit

The DPS’ reliance on the Order 37 test undermines any argument that its 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT, which adversely impacted women, is consistent with business necessity. As an initial matter, the Order 37 test does not include an obstacle course and allows troopers to walk, rather than run. In addition, unlike the PAAT, the Order 37 test takes a person’s age into account in evaluating her physical fitness. Because of this difference, an applicant could fail the PAAT even though the same score would satisfy the requirements of the DPS’ physical fitness program that she will take approximately two years later. Consider, for instance, a forty-year-old trooper applicant who completes twenty-one push-ups during the Pre-Offer PAAT. Because she did not complete twenty-two push-ups, she would fail the test and could not become a trooper. But under the Order 37 test, she would actually exceed the DPS’ push-ups standard and have a better chance of receiving a positive performance appraisal. Moreover, if she had a permissible reason for not taking the test, the DPS might have even granted her a waiver from taking it altogether. These factors, viewed together, show that the Pre-Offer PAAT and its cutoff scores are not essential to identifying applicants who would satisfy the DPS’ physical fitness standards.

5. The OCR’s Findings, as to the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT

Based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the DPS violated the Safe Streets Act’s nondiscrimination provision and its implementing regulations, in connection with the Department’s use of the 2009, 2011, and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT for entry-level troopers. The DPS’ administration of this test during these hiring cycles discriminated against female trooper applicants and was neither sufficiently job related nor consistent with business necessity. The
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DPS cannot demonstrate job-relatedness through the BPD Validity and the APOSTC Job Analysis Study because (1) the BPD Validity Study does not show that the Pre-Offer PAAT predicts trooper performance; (2) the BPD Validity Study does not show that the Pre-Offer PAAT’s qualifying standards are appropriate; (3) the DPS does not satisfy the Uniform Guidelines’ test fairness standards; (4) the DPS made no effort to confirm the validity of the PAAT; and (5) the DPS did not provide enough documentation about either study. It also cites no evidence to support the second, business necessity prong of its affirmative defense. Instead, the record shows that a trooper applicant does not need to satisfy the Pre-Offer PAAT’s pass points to become a successful trooper. Rather, a trooper need only satisfy Order 37’s physical fitness standards, which have a markedly different scoring structure than the Pre-Offer PAAT.

6. The OCR’s Recommendations, as to the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT

To remedy the above violations, the ALEA should provide appropriate equitable relief to the eight women who failed the discriminatory 2009 and 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT. It should also notify these women and the additional women to whom the DPS sent letters in 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2014, seeking to confirm their availability for the trooper position, about this Compliance Review Report, its findings, and how they can learn about future trooper vacancies.

Prospectively, the ALEA must select troopers in ways that do not discriminate against female applicants. Given the DPS’ chronic failure to hire female troopers, if the ALEA wants to measure the physical fitness of trooper applicants during future hiring cycles, it must validate that assessment. In evaluating any validation study on which the ALEA relies, the OCR will determine whether it satisfies the Uniform Guidelines’ validation standards. In developing any validated physical fitness test, the Agency should gender-norm it. Gender-norming is the practice of making minimum adjustments to the cutoff scores for male and female applicants to take into account their biologic differences. The United States Army, Marine Corps, Navy, and Air Force all administer gender-normed physical fitness tests. The Cooper Institute’s resources on physical fitness assessments and norms may assist the ALEA as a starting point for
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identifying appropriate scores for male and female applicants, but should not be a substitute for a full validation study. More broadly, for each trooper hiring process, the Agency must identify any selection device that adversely excludes women, including those it administers at the Academy, and either validate it or remove it from the hiring process.

7. The OCR’s Recommendations, as to Alternative Practices

If the DPS could somehow defend its reliance on the Pre-Offer PAAT, the Safe Streets Act’s nondiscrimination provision and its implementing regulations would still prevent the ALEA from using the procedure if the OCR identifies an alternative employment practice with less disparate impact that meets the Agency’s needs. Because the DPS does not show that the Pre-Offer PAAT is sufficiently job related or consistent with business necessity, the OCR does not need to identify less discriminatory alternatives to this test. In any event, to assist the ALEA, we offer several recommendations that might be less discriminatory than its reliance on a discriminatory physical assessment test and that might assist trooper applicants and recruits to demonstrate their physical fitness to serve as troopers.

a. The ALEA should provide adequate notice to applicants about any pre-offer physical assessment test it uses

If the ALEA elects to administer a physical assessment test, the Agency should provide adequate notice to applicants about it. During the 2014 trooper hiring cycle, the DPS wanted as many candidates as possible to pass the Pre-Offer PAAT and move on to the next stage of the selection process. Despite this goal, it actually gave applicants less time to prepare for that test than they needed, according to the Department’s own training materials. On April 14, 2014, the DPS notified trooper applicants that it would administer the PAAT on May 5, 2014, only three weeks later. Ostensibly to assist these applicants, the DPS enclosed a training brochure on the PAAT, which noted that applicants need at least ten weeks (not three weeks) to prepare for it. Because the DPS did not adhere to its own training guidance, a female applicant could perhaps be forgiven for concluding that it would be futile to try to become a trooper. If the ALEA asks trooper applicants to take a pre-offer physical assessment test during future hiring cycles, it should provide adequate notice to them about it.
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b. The ALEA could administer a pre-offer physical assessment test without cutoff scores and develop a training program to assist applicants prepare for it

To assist female applicants develop certain trooper-related physical abilities, the ALEA could administer a pre-offer physical assessment test that does not exclude applicants from the selection process. During the 2014 trooper hiring process, four women expressed an interest in the trooper position. Had the DPS worked with these applicants over time to develop their physical skills, it is possible that some of them – rather than none of them – would have entered the Academy. If the ALEA wants to administer a pre-offer physical assessment test to applicants in the future, it should use it as a tool to identify areas where an applicant might need assistance, rather than using it to exclude women from the selection process.

As part of this revamped assessment process, the ALEA should develop a physical fitness training program for female trooper applicants. These applicants are more likely to pass a physical fitness assessment if they can view a demonstration on how to complete the test, try out the test, assess any deficiencies in taking it, and train on areas of weakness. The DPS seemed to recognize the importance of providing additional guidance to applicants about the 2014 Pre-Offer PAAT. Despite this goal, the Department acted too late to help applicants pass this test. Immediately before administering the test to applicants, the DPS showed a video to them about how to take it. On the day of the test, a DPS trooper also walked the course with the applicants, demonstrated how to complete the test’s components, and offered to train the applicants on any part of the test they fail. The Department also allowed applicants to retake the test more than two weeks after failing it. These efforts were inadequate, given the DPS’ recognition that applicants needed at least ten weeks to prepare for the physical assessment test, and given the resources and flexibility the DPS provides to troopers to prepare for and take the Order 37 test. Well before administering any physical assessment test in the future, the ALEA should provide opportunities for female trooper applicants to learn about and practice all elements of any such test. As part of these efforts, the Agency should show applicants how to complete each test component, offer to train applicants on the test, and permit applicants to practice the test, as often as necessary, on its Academy course.

c. The ALEA should ask the APOSTC to waive compliance with its PAAT

Because the DPS’ 2009 Academy class only included one woman and its most recent Academy trooper class included no women, the OCR could not evaluate the effect that the APOSTC PAAT had on female trooper candidates. While the OCR did not evaluate this test, we are mindful that it might adversely impact female trooper recruits. In measuring an applicant’s or a recruit’s physical fitness, the DPS and the APOSTC PAATs both require a person to (1) complete the

---

same five-stage obstacle course in ninety seconds, (2) complete twenty-two push-ups in sixty seconds, (3) complete twenty-five sit-ups in sixty seconds, and (4) run 1.5 miles in 15 minutes and 28 seconds or less. Given the similarities between these two tests, the ALEA should evaluate whether the OCR’s findings as to the Pre-Offer PAAT also apply to the APOSTC PAAT. As part of this assessment, the ALEA should ask the APOSTC to review Dr. Jones’ expert report, to revisit whether its PAAT appropriately measures the physical fitness of trooper applicants, and to revise that test, if appropriate.

If the APOSTC declines this request or does not change its PAAT before the ALEA hires another entry-level trooper class, the Agency should ask the APOSTC to waive the requirement that applicants pass the PAAT, as designed. In support of this request, the ALEA should cite the OCR’s findings that the DPS’ Pre-Offer PAAT – the elements of which mirror the APOSTC PAAT – violates the nondiscrimination provision of the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations. During an interview with the OCR, an APOSTC representative acknowledged that a law enforcement agency could ask the APOSTC to waive certain of its requirements, and that it would carefully consider any such request. Seeking such relief is not without precedent. In connection with protracted disparate impact litigation under Title VII, the Birmingham Police Department (BPD) petitioned the APOSTC to modify its PAAT because it adversely impacted the BPD’s female recruits. The APOSTC acceded to this request. The ALEA should ask the APOSTC to allow it to administer a gender- and age-normed physical fitness test to recruits, which they would need to pass before graduating from the Academy. The Agency should make this request in an effort to avoid discrimination claims involving the APOSTC PAAT.

VII. The DPS’ Retention of Troopers

In this section of the Report, the OCR discusses a recipient’s obligations to assess its efforts to retain employees and to develop and implement an EEOP that provides equal employment opportunities to women in its workforce. The DPS is not in compliance with its obligations to analyze, develop, or monitor its employee retention program.

A. The DPS’ Obligations to Analyze and Refine Its Training Programs

As part of its Compliance Review, the OCR evaluates whether the DPS adequately prepares female entry-level troopers for their jobs once they graduate from the Academy. Under the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations, a recipient should conduct a thorough, annual self-assessment of its training programs to determine whether they treat women equitably, when compared to men. If, as a result of this analysis, a recipient concludes that women do not receive the same

---

219 As the DPS hires more female troopers, the OCR reserves the ability to determine whether the APOSTC PAAT – or any selection device, for that matter – adversely excludes women.
222 28 C.F.R. § 42.303(a), (c), .304 (2014).
223 Id. § 42.303(c)(3).
level of training opportunities as men, it should describe what steps it will take to timely correct that deficiency. The DPS concedes that it does not analyze whether its training programs reduce opportunities for female troopers, as compared to male troopers.

1. Field Training Officer Program

To help entry-level troopers acclimate to their new positions, once they graduate from the Academy, the DPS administers an eight-week field training officer program (FTO Program). During this program, the Department pairs a newly commissioned trooper with at least two experienced troopers who received specialized training on how to introduce troopers to their day-to-day responsibilities. In providing this specialized training, the DPS relies on a procedure manual from 2006 that appears to be written for male FTOs because it notes that troopers in their charge often view them as “father-figure[s].” The manual also suggests that FTOs should expect male and female troopers to behave differently in the field. According to the manual, “[m]ales may react to failure by showing signs of anger. Females may vent their frustrations by crying.” Once troopers successfully complete the FTO Program, they work on their own and, after successfully completing a one-year probationary term, become permanent employees. In discussing the FTO Program with female troopers and former troopers, one interviewee stated that it does not adequately prepare women to serve as troopers.

2. In-Service Training, Including Additional-Duty Assignments

The DPS provides several training and additional-duty opportunities to troopers who complete the FTO Program. Depending on their assignment and rank, troopers may attend basic accident investigation training, specialized tactics schools, and advanced accident reconstruction courses. Federal and private organizations provide most of this training, although the Department also conducts some of it at the Academy. While budgetary constraints limit training opportunities, the DPS sends troopers to courses when it needs to fill positions that require specialized skills.

In addition to traditional training programs, as part of their post assignments, troopers can apply for additional-duty opportunities, such as with the FTO Program, the Tactical Operations Team, the Motorcycle Team, and the Explosive Ordnance Disposal Team. By serving in these specialized units, troopers can develop skills that may assist them in seeking promotions or other especially desirable assignments during their careers at the DPS. From the perspective of several troopers whom the OCR interviewed, there is little transparency about the DPS’ process for selecting troopers for these opportunities. According to one female trooper who unsuccessfully applied for additional-duty opportunities in specialized units, the DPS did not explain why it did not select her for those opportunities, which made it impossible for her to know how she could improve the odds that the Department would select her for similar opportunities in the future. Because the specialized units did not include female troopers, and she believed she satisfied all

---

224 28 C.F.R. § 42.304(g)–(g)(1).
225 DPS Response to OCR Data Request No. 29 (Aug. 28, 2014).
227 Id. at 17.
the requirements for the assignments, her perception was that the DPS was not yet ready to include female troopers in those units. Another trooper confirmed to the OCR that, as to one of the units, a sergeant stated that female troopers are not welcome.

3. **The OCR’s Findings**

Based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the DPS is not in compliance with the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations because it does not analyze its training programs for entry-level troopers and has not developed a written plan to ensure women have sufficient access to them.

4. **The OCR’s Recommendations**

To remedy the above deficiencies, the ALEA must design a system for annually monitoring the effectiveness of all of its trooper training programs, including the FTO Program, in-service training programs, and additional-duty assignments.\(^{228}\) As part of this assessment, the Agency should centrally collect the following data: each training opportunity it provides to troopers; the troopers who apply for the program, classified by sex; the troopers whom it selects to participate in the program, classified by sex; the reasons for selecting each participant; and the reasons for not selecting each rejected applicant.\(^{229}\) Each year, the ALEA should review this information and evaluate whether it is taking sufficient steps to include female troopers in its training programs. The Agency should also seek feedback from troopers about whether it provides sufficient notice to troopers of available training opportunities, provides adequate information to troopers about how it selects them to participate in training programs, and provides equitable training opportunities to male and female troopers.

Based on this information, the ALEA should identify what steps it will take to improve its training programs for troopers. As part of this plan, the Agency must revise the procedure manual for the FTO Program by removing both the sex-specific term “father-figure” and the stereotypical descriptions of how male and female troopers respond to challenges in the field. As to its in-service training programs, the ALEA should explain how it will provide similar training opportunities to male and female troopers who hold the same rank and work in the same division.\(^{230}\) The Agency should also describe how it will ensure that female troopers receive notice about training opportunities and the process for applying for them. To achieve these objectives, the ALEA should maintain a list of trooper training opportunities, as well as information about any pre-requisites for those opportunities, such as holding a certain rank or

\(^{228}\) See Paradise Consent Decree, *supra* note 22, ¶ 38. For those years when the DPS does not administer the FTO Program, it should still evaluate the effectiveness of its other training programs for entry-level troopers.

\(^{229}\) In the Paradise EEOP, the DPS acknowledged the importance of collecting data about trooper participation in its training programs. Paradise EEOP, *supra* note 62, at 5–6.

having specialized skills. It should also post information on the Agency’s intranet site about each training opportunity, including any pre-requisites, and how to apply for the opportunity; describe its process for making particular training decisions; and include a nondiscrimination provision in each training announcement. After selecting a trooper or troopers for a training opportunity, the ALEA should explain to each trooper who applied for the opportunity why it selected or did not select him or her for the training.

B. The ALEA’s and the DPS’ Obligations to Develop Appropriate EEO Policies and Related Training

Under the Safe Streets Act’s nondiscrimination provision and its implementing regulations, the ALEA and the DPS must protect their employees from employment discrimination, including harassment and retaliation. 231

1. EEO Policy

   a. Overview of the policy

Because the DPS is now part of the ALEA, it is subject to the Agency’s personnel policies and procedures, including those related to fair employment practices. 232 On October 1, 2014, the ALEA issued two policies on EEO issues 233 (EEO Policy and Recruitment & Selection Policy) that address the following topics: Title VII’s protections against sex- and pregnancy-based discrimination, including harassment and retaliation; the ALEA’s commitment to a work environment free from harassment; the multiple ways for employees to file EEO complaints with the Agency, the Alabama State Personnel Board, and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC); 234 the ALEA’s process for conducting prompt, thorough, and impartial complaint investigations; 235 the prompt corrective action it will take against an employee who violates the policy; the protections from retaliation that apply to anyone who reports a violation of the EEO Policy or participates in a complaint investigation; the ALEA’s duty to distribute the EEO Policy to employees and to ensure they understand the policy and related complaint


234 By creating this reporting framework, the ALEA seeks to reassure employees that they do not need to file complaints with those who engaged in the prohibited conduct at issue. See EEO Policy, supra note 233, Section III (“In no event shall the employee’s complaint of harassment or discrimination be filed with or appealed to the alleged harasser.”). The Agency also strongly encourages employees to report all incidents of discrimination that they experience or observe.

235 In conducting these investigations, the ALEA notes that it will maintain confidentiality, to the extent possible.
procedures; employee responsibilities to comply with the EEO Policy and to report any violations of it; and the applicability of the EEO Policy to all work settings.236 While the EEO Policy has several strong features, it does not reference the ALEA’s nondiscrimination obligations under the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations; reference the DPS’ EEO Complaint Form,237 which assists employees who want to file discrimination complaints; provide contact information for the ALEA Personnel Director, Chief Legal Counsel, or Director, with whom employees can file discrimination complaints; permit employees to file anonymous complaints; identify timeframes for handling complaints; or provide a mechanism for regularly reviewing and revising the EEO Policy.

While the ALEA clearly takes seriously its responsibility to implement an effective EEO policy, the OCR is concerned that the Agency’s commitment in this area does not align with the DPS’ workforce culture. During the OCR’s site visit, it interviewed DPS sworn personnel assigned to DPS headquarters, four posts, and the Academy. Several of these interviewees explained that, at four of these locations, they experienced or observed behavior that, under the ALEA’s EEO Policy, constituted sexual harassment. Various female employees whom the OCR interviewed recounted their own experiences of sexual harassment. In some instances, male employees inappropriately touched them or made inappropriate, sex-based remarks to them.238 At other times, male supervisors assigned female employees to certain assignments because of their sex, even though those employees had already complained about being sexually harassed during similar assignments. Occasionally, male troopers observed offensive conduct but declined to report it to the DPS. In one such instance, a trooper told the OCR he was not comfortable complaining on behalf of a female colleague about what he perceived to be harassment.

Before the ALEA merger, the DPS had policies prohibiting discrimination, including sexual harassment and retaliation, but several female sworn personnel suggested to the OCR that these policies were wholly ineffective.239 From their perspective, filing a complaint would not have provided meaningful relief from discrimination because their supervisors were unreceptive or hostile to such complaints. Indeed, in some instances, their supervisors either participated in or condoned the improper behavior at issue. Two female troopers also expressed concern to the OCR about retaliation. They did not report harassment to the DPS because they did not believe that the Department would punish other employees who would invariably treat them negatively because of their complaints. From their vantage point, filing an EEO complaint would be tantamount to “career suicide” or signing their own “death warrant.”

236 EEO Policy, supra note 233, at Sections I–IX.
237 DPS, Order No. 600, EEO Complaint Form (Form No. 600) (July 1, 1992).
238 The DPS also provided information to the OCR about a male employee acting improperly toward a female employee. In 2012, the Department investigated a sexual harassment complaint that a female employee filed against her supervisor. During the Department’s interview of the supervisor, he reported that another male employee, while in the complainant’s presence, animatedly discussed receiving oral sex.
239 DPS, Order No. 30, Equal Employment Opportunity 1 (May 1, 1999); DPS, Order No. 38, Sexual Harassment 2 (May 1, 2004).
b. The OCR’s findings

The OCR commends the ALEA for issuing its EEO Policy, which will hopefully assist the Agency in preventing and promptly correcting discrimination, including sexual harassment and retaliation. At the same time, based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the ALEA is not in compliance with the Safe Streets Act’s nondiscrimination provision and its implementing regulations because the EEO Policy does not adequately protect employees from employment discrimination, including harassment and retaliation.

c. The OCR’s recommendations

The Agency’s EEO Policy and EEO program cannot, overnight, change a DPS culture that displays hostility toward some of its female employees. Because the OCR received so much negative information from such a small group of employees, the ALEA should be especially vigilant in implementing and monitoring an effective EEO program. To strengthen the EEO protections that apply to DPS personnel, the Agency should make five revisions to its EEO Policy and four additional refinements to its EEO program.

**Changes to the EEO Policy**

- The EEO Policy should reference the nondiscrimination requirements of the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations, which closely relate to those of Title VII.

- The EEO Policy should reference either the DPS’ EEO Complaint Form or another complaint form that would supersede the DPS document and be available to employees throughout the Agency.

- The EEO Policy should include the contact information for the ALEA Personnel Director, Chief Legal Counsel, and Director so that employees can easily file discrimination complaints with these individuals.

---


• The EEO Policy should permit employees to file anonymous complaints and explain how the ALEA will preserve employee anonymity, if requested.\textsuperscript{242}

• The EEO Policy should include timeframes for investigating and resolving EEO complaints. For example, in the DPS’ predecessor EEO policy, the DPS committed to investigating a complaint and briefing the DPS Director on the investigation’s findings within thirty days.\textsuperscript{243} By adopting a similar standard that will apply throughout the organization, the ALEA can reassure DPS employees, wherever they work, that investigators will expeditiously handle any EEO complaints they file. The EEO Policy should also include timeframes for filing complaints with the EEOC.

**Additional Changes to the EEO Program**

• The ALEA should develop a mechanism to regularly review the EEO Policy to determine whether it remains effective or whether the Agency should revise it to ensure compliance with the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations.\textsuperscript{244}

• The ALEA’s leadership should annually reiterate its support for the EEO Policy to all Agency employees, including DPS personnel.\textsuperscript{245} As part of this effort, the ALEA should (1) determine whether to revise the EEO Policy, based on issues that arose during the preceding year; (2) reissue the EEO Policy; and (3) publish data on its intranet site on the number, type, and disposition of EEO complaints it received during the prior year.

• Because female employees are reluctant to report instances of discrimination, the ALEA should develop an opinion, or climate, survey and regularly administer it to all employees. To achieve a high level of employee participation in it, the ALEA should allow employees to complete the survey anonymously. Through these periodic surveys, the Agency could gain important insights about how employees view the EEO program, while assessing the “pulse” of the Agency.\textsuperscript{246} Given the significant changes related to the ALEA merger, this information could be especially timely and useful. By seeking employee feedback, the Agency would also signal to all of its sworn personnel, including female troopers, that their views are important, which could enhance employee morale.\textsuperscript{247}


\textsuperscript{243} Order No. 30, supra note 239, at 2.

\textsuperscript{244} MODEL EEO PROGRAM, supra note 241.

\textsuperscript{245} Id.


• The ALEA should conduct exit interviews of troopers who voluntarily leave the organization. From September 1, 2011, through September 24, 2014, 125 troopers left the DPS: ninety-nine employees, including six women, retired; twenty-five employees, including one woman, resigned; and the DPS terminated one person’s employment. The Department did not talk to any of these employees about their experiences working at the DPS. By conducting exit interviews, the ALEA could learn valuable information about why female troopers resign, such as whether discrimination, including harassment and retaliation, contributed to that decision. With this information, the Agency could refine its EEO program throughout the organization and at specific facilities.

2. The ALEA’s and the DPS’ Efforts to Notify Employees About the Agency’s EEO Program

Together, the ALEA and the DPS inform DPS personnel about the Agency’s EEO program by including the EEO Policy in the Agency’s Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual (Manual), placing EEO information at the DPS’ facilities, providing Academy training to trooper recruits, and providing in-service training to troopers.


The ALEA includes the EEO Policy in its Manual. Consistent with the DPS’ practice before its merger with the ALEA, the Agency posts this Manual on its intranet site so that employees can access it. Each year, all DPS employees must certify that they reviewed the EEO Policy, along with the other policies in the Manual, and agree to adhere to it. The DPS also provides information at its facilities about the Agency’s EEO program. At each facility, the DPS posts a notice from the EEOC about an employee’s protections from discrimination and retaliation, including under Title VII. Each year, representatives from the DPS’ Office of Inspections visit a sample of facilities to confirm they properly display this poster. To conserve resources, the DPS primarily inspects facilities that are within a seventy-five-mile radius of the DPS’ headquarters in Montgomery, Alabama. As a result, between 1999 and August 8, 2012, the DPS never inspected the Huntsville Driver License Examining District Office or the Huntsville Trooper Post to determine whether they posted appropriate EEO information.

b. Academy training for trooper recruits

At the DPS’ Academy for trooper recruits, the APOSTC requires the DPS to deliver APOSTC-approved training on Title VII. While the APOSTC prepared the lesson guide for this course in

248 See Tips on Employee Retention, supra note 241.
249 Id.
December of 2012, the guide includes student handout and test materials from 2002.251 The student handout generally describes Title VII and sexual harassment, but does not provide sufficient detail about prohibited discrimination, including retaliation. Attorneys from the DPS’ legal unit supplement the APOSTC’s curriculum by providing detailed training about prohibited sex discrimination, sexual harassment, and retaliation, and the process for filing employment discrimination complaints with the DPS and the EEOC.

c. In-service training for troopers

Before the ALEA merger, the DPS required all supervisors to attend annual EEO training, but had no formal EEO training program for non-supervisory troopers. Once these troopers left the Academy, the Department did not provide regular in-service training to them on its nondiscrimination policy, anti-harassment policy, or process for filing employment discrimination complaints. Rather than having a training program for all troopers, the DPS relied on leadership at individual posts to determine whether and how troopers should learn about EEO issues. While some post commanders required troopers under their supervision to take online nondiscrimination and anti-harassment courses provided by the SPD, many troopers received no EEO training. Among the troopers whom the OCR interviewed, most reported that they did not receive regular training on EEO topics, including on how to file a complaint, and many acknowledged that the only time they received such training was at the Academy.

In October and November of 2014, the ALEA provided training, through the SPD, to all DPS personnel about the Agency’s EEO program, nondiscrimination and anti-harassment policies, and complaint procedures. The Agency required all employees to attend this training and documented their attendance at it.

d. The OCR’s findings

In providing training to all DPS employees, the ALEA took a significant step to notify personnel about the Agency’s EEO program. At the same time, based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the ALEA and the DPS are not in compliance with the Safe Streets Act’s nondiscrimination provision and its implementing regulations because they have not taken sufficient steps to notify employees about their EEO program. The OCR is not confident that, by providing one training session, the ALEA reversed the effects of the DPS’ longstanding failure to develop an adequate EEO training program. As the OCR discusses above, the DPS permitted a culture to develop that tolerated – and in some cases abetted – the mistreatment of female employees, compared to their male peers, and that discouraged women from filing discrimination complaints to improve their work environments.

251 The APOSTC’s training also covers the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), but does not discuss the ADA Amendments Act of 2008, which substantially amended the ADA.
e. The OCR’s recommendations

The ALEA and the DPS should strengthen their efforts to educate recruits and troopers about their rights and responsibilities under the ALEA’s EEO program by implementing the following three recommendations:

- The DPS should confirm, at least annually, that all of its facilities post information for employees about the Agency’s EEO program. If it is not feasible for personnel from headquarters to perform all of these inspections each year, the Department should develop an alternative system to conduct this site monitoring.

- As to the Academy training for recruits, the ALEA should ask the APOSTC to update its Title VII curriculum and encourage it to ask the SPD for help in developing an appropriate, comprehensive training program. The ALEA should also provide the same information to recruits that it provided to incumbent employees through its in-service training program.

- The ALEA and the DPS should bolster their efforts to provide information about the Agency’s EEO program to DPS employees. To ensure employees can easily access the ALEA’s EEO training materials, the Agency should post them on its intranet site. Going forward, it should also require all employees, including supervisors, to attend in-service training on the EEO Policy at least once each year, and document their attendance at those sessions.\(^\text{252}\) The training should be at least as comprehensive as the training the ALEA provided to employees in 2014 and should discuss how the EEO program supports the DPS’ mission of providing law enforcement services throughout Alabama.\(^\text{253}\) In training supervisors, the ALEA should include segments on their accountability for the Agency’s EEO program and effective ways to detect, prevent, and address discrimination, including harassment and retaliation.\(^\text{254}\) Well-trained supervisors will be best able to advance the core principles of the ALEA’s EEO program.\(^\text{255}\)

By implementing these recommendations, the ALEA and the DPS can strengthen their efforts to make the Department more welcoming to women.

\(^\text{252}\) Model EEO Program, \textit{supra} note 241.
\(^\text{253}\) \textit{Id.}
C. The OCR’s Additional Observations and Recommendations, Based on Witness Interviews

During the OCR’s interviews of more than forty current and former DPS employees, interviewees talked about how the Department could improve its efforts to retain female troopers. Generally, these observations related to the DPS’ lack of a mentorship program for female troopers, as well as its processes for making initial post assignments, transferring troopers to different assignments, making promotion decisions, and providing limited-duty leave. To improve the DPS’ performance in these areas, the OCR makes the following recommendations.

1. Mentorship Program

The DPS does not offer a formal mentorship program for troopers. According to the EEOC, the absence of sufficient mentoring is a barrier to career advancement and career development for women. During the OCR’s interviews of female current and former employees, several interviewees noted that the DPS does not facilitate their ability to form and benefit from mentor-mentee relationships. At the same time, several of these women had the perception that male troopers benefited significantly from informal mentorship relationships with other male troopers. In what several interviewees separately described as a “good old boys” system, male troopers regularly favor other male troopers over females, making it more difficult for female troopers to succeed. To address this perceived disadvantage, two interviewees recommended that the DPS develop a formal mentorship program for all troopers in an effort to support female troopers and encourage more of them to stay with the organization.

We agree with this recommendation. The ALEA should design and implement a mentorship program for entry-level troopers that will assist all troopers, including females, flourish in their positions. Through this program, trooper mentees could receive more information about training opportunities, career paths within the organization, and promotion opportunities. A mentorship program could also help the Agency identify future leaders while deepening participants’ professional ties to the agency.

256 The FTO Program is different than a formal mentorship program. During the FTO period, entry-level troopers practice the skills they learned during the Academy and FTO instructors formally evaluate whether these troopers satisfactorily perform their job responsibilities. Mentorship programs, on the other hand, encourage professional development and build relationships apart from the formal evaluation process. See Harvey Sprafka & April H. Kranda, Institutionalizing Mentoring in Police Departments, THE POLICE CHIEF, Jan. 2008, https://web.archive.org/web/20151223163948/http://www.policechiefmagazine.org/magazine/index.cfm?fuseaction=display_arch&article_id=1375&issue_id=12008.


258 By including all troopers in this program, the DPS can avoid any concerns that it would be favoring female troopers. Id.

259 See Sprafka & Kranda, supra note 256. In developing this program, the DPS should consider whether to include elements from its earlier career counseling and career development programs for troopers. See Paradise EEOP, supra note 62, at 5.

260 BEST PRACTICES OF PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYERS, supra note 257.
2. Post assignments

After troopers graduate from the Academy, the DPS assigns them to a post. Under Alabama law, entry-level troopers must accept an assignment anywhere in the state; the SPD notifies applicants of this requirement during the application process. At the Academy, the DPS asks recruits to identify where they would like to be assigned, but the Department is not bound by these geographic preferences. Based on their post assignments, troopers may need to relocate to another part of the state.

The OCR recognizes that troopers have little control over where they work within the ALEA. But Alabama law does not curtail the Agency’s ability to identify factors that it will consider in making trooper assignments.261 The ALEA should gauge trooper sentiment about its process for making post assignments. To that end, when the Agency designs the climate survey that the OCR recommends in discussing the EEO Policy, it should ask troopers to provide feedback on whether it should change its process for assigning entry-level troopers to particular posts.

3. Transfer decisions

The DPS has had substantial declines in the size of its trooper corps. According to one estimate, the Department should hire an additional 582 troopers and 101 corporals to best fulfill its mission.262 Among the personnel whom the OCR interviewed, there was broad consensus that many units are incredibly short-staffed, as compared to their prior staffing levels. But in discussing the DPS’ process for filling these gaps, which the ALEA now handles, several troopers expressed concern that the transfer process was opaque and fraught with insider selection. Often, according to these troopers, a male trooper’s ability to secure a transfer rested more on that trooper’s relationship with another male trooper, and less on a transparent process that applied the same way to everyone.

The ALEA can transfer a trooper to another assignment within the Agency at the request of the trooper or the ALEA Secretary.263 To address troopers’ perceptions that the DPS made discriminatory transfer decisions,264 the ALEA should provide more information to troopers about the Agency’s transfer process. As part of this effort, each unit should post information on the ALEA’s intranet site about transfer opportunities; include a nondiscrimination provision in each transfer announcement; describe its process for making particular transfer decisions;

---

261 The ALEA cannot make assignment decisions based on an employee’s sex. 28 C.F.R. § 42.202(g), .203(9) (2014). The Safe Streets Act’s EEO regulations also require the ALEA to identify the number of men and women assigned to each of its locations and on each of its shifts. Id. § 42.304(a). While the OCR’s Compliance Review does not address the ALEA’s compliance with these requirements, it still must satisfy them.
263 Recruitment & Selection Policy, supra note 50, at 30.
264 The ALEA cannot make transfer decisions based on an employee’s sex. 28 C.F.R. § 42.202(g), .203(9). The Safe Streets Act’s EEO regulations also require the ALEA to analyze its transfer procedures and to identify, in its EEO, the number of troopers, broken down by sex, who applied for and received transfers. Id. § 42.303(c)(3), .304(d). While the OCR’s Compliance Review does not address the ALEA’s compliance with these requirements, it still must satisfy them.
explain how troopers can apply for those opportunities; and explain why it selected or did not select a trooper for a particular transfer.

4. **Promotion decisions**

Before the DPS became part of the ALEA, the DPS and the SPD coordinated the process for awarding promotions. As with the trooper selection process, the SPD notified troopers about available promotions, evaluated promotion applications, and issued a Certification of Eligibles to the DPS that identified troopers who were qualified for promotion. During the OCR’s interviews, several individuals expressed concern about the DPS’ promotions process and encouraged the Department to make it more equitable. From their perspective, the DPS handled promotions the same way it handled transfers—by making decisions because of sex-based favoritism, sometimes in contravention of DPS policy, rather than based on the merits of individual candidates’ applications.

To address troopers’ concerns that the DPS made discriminatory promotion decisions, the ALEA should provide more information to troopers about the promotions process. As part of this effort, the Agency should partner with the SPD to describe the process for making promotion decisions and explain why it selected or did not select a trooper for a particular promotion.

5. **Limited-duty status**

As part of its policy to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA Policy), the ALEA permits an employee to work in a limited-duty status if she “returns from a personal or work-related injury or illness to medically restricted or modified duties.” Under this policy, if a limited-duty assignment is available, the Agency will modify the employee’s job. Generally, under the policy, an employee can only work in a limited-duty status for ninety days, although the ALEA can agree to extend this time period, on a case-by-case basis. The Agency’s issuance of this policy appears to address the concerns of several trooper interviewees who noted that, before the reorganization, the DPS did not have a light-duty policy for troopers. At the same time, the policy neither notes that the limited-duty category encompasses pregnancy-related restrictions nor confirms that the Agency applies the policy consistently to all employees, irrespective of their pregnancy status.

In addition to an employer’s duties to pregnant employees under the ADA, under Title VII, an employer should treat pregnant employees the same way it treats other employees who have

---

266 The ALEA may not make promotion decisions based on an employee’s sex. 28 C.F.R. § 42.202(g), .203(9). The Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations also require the ALEA to analyze its promotion procedures and to identify, in its EEOP, the number of troopers, broken down by sex, who applied for and received promotions. *Id.* § 42.303(c)(3), .304(d). While the OCR’s Compliance Review does not address the ALEA’s compliance with these requirements, it still must satisfy them. *See also Paradise Consent Decree, supra* note 22, ¶ 38.
similar restrictions on their ability or inability to work. Thus, if an employer creates a light-duty option for employees, it should ensure that employees who are pregnant or may become pregnant can seek and receive light-duty assignments on the same basis as other similarly situated employees. The ALEA generally recognizes its obligation to provide equal employment opportunities to all employees without regard to their pregnancy status. But to ensure the DPS consistently makes limited-duty assignments and to provide better guidance to personnel about the availability of those assignments, the ALEA should revise the ADA Policy’s definition of the term “limited duty” to confirm that it encompasses pregnancy-related restrictions. The ALEA should also revise the policy to note that the Agency will offer limited-duty assignments to pregnant employees the same way it offers such assignments to others who are similar in their ability or inability to work.

VIII. The ALEA’s and the DPS’ Obligation to Assign Personnel to Their Equal Employment Opportunity Program

Under the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations, a recipient must designate personnel to implement and monitor its equal employment opportunity program (EEO Program) and describe their specific responsibilities.

A. The ALEA’s and the DPS’ Assigned Personnel

The ALEA relies on an Equal Employment Opportunity Officer (EEO Officer) to administer its EEO Program. To provide direction to the EEO Officer, who is also the ALEA’s Personnel Director, the Agency issued a position description, which explains his responsibilities to plan, coordinate, and direct the EEO Program. Among the varied duties of the EEO Officer, he is to:

- direct operations as to employee hiring, orientation, training and development, career counseling, and promotion;
- develop, update, and implement personnel policies so that the ALEA complies with applicable federal employment laws;
- ensure managers and employees understand and consistently apply federal employment laws and the Agency’s personnel policies;
- investigate and resolve complaints from applicants and employees;
- identify training and development courses to strengthen employee performance; and

270 EEO Policy, supra note 233, at 3; Recruitment & Selection Policy, supra note 50, at 28.
271 28 C.F.R. § 42.304(i) (2014).
review all personnel actions to ensure they comply with federal laws prohibiting discriminatory employment practices.  

The ALEA relies on additional personnel to augment the EEO Officer’s efforts, as to recruiting and hiring female troopers. The Agency’s Public Information Office (PIO) administers the recruitment program and consists of a sergeant and eight public information officers. During the OCR’s site visit, several DPS officials acknowledged that the PIO lacked adequate staffing and funds, due in part to recent budget reductions. An acting personnel manager at the ALEA manages the trooper hiring process; she supervises eight positions.

B. The OCR’s Findings and Recommendations

As the OCR discusses in the previous sections of the Compliance Review Report, the ALEA and the DPS fall short of their collective EEO obligations regarding recruitment, selection, and retention, and do not dedicate adequate resources to their EEO efforts. Based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the ALEA and the DPS are not in compliance with the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations because they do not designate sufficient personnel to implement and monitor their EEO Program. In implementing the OCR’s recommendations, the ALEA and the DPS should determine whether they need to hire additional staff or whether they can assign additional tasks to existing employees. If the Agency and the Department ask incumbent employees to handle additional EEO-related tasks, they should ensure that the employees understand their responsibilities by, for instance, revising or issuing additional position descriptions. The ALEA and the DPS should also give any assigned personnel the appropriate authority to satisfy their new responsibilities.

IX. The ALEA’s and the DPS’ Obligation to Provide Information About Their EEO Program

As the OCR discusses throughout this Report, a recipient’s EEO program should be in writing and should provide information about, among other things, the demographics of its workforce, compared to the demographics of its labor market, its recruitment efforts, its applicant flow data, its reliance on particular selection devices, and its training programs. Under the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations, a recipient must have a plan to disseminate this information to employees, applicants, and the public.

---

272 See ALEA, Form 40, Personnel Director (Mar. 3, 2014).
273 28 C.F.R. § 42.304(a).
274 Id. § 42.304(g)(1)–(2).
275 Id. § 42.304(c).
276 Id. § 42.304(g)–(g)(1).
277 Id.
278 Id. § 42.304(h).
A. The ALEA’s and the DPS’ Efforts to Comply with This Requirement

While the ALEA and the DPS distribute some information about their EEO Program to employees, they do not provide information about any of the above-listed topics to personnel. They also do not disseminate any of this information to trooper applicants or the public, although the SPD, in its trooper vacancy announcements, and the DPS, on its website, note that Alabama and the DPS are equal opportunity employers. The DPS notified the OCR that it would provide its most recent utilization report, which includes information about its EEO Program, to those employees and members of the public who request it. Inexplicably, however, the DPS does not notify these individuals about the existence of this report or how to obtain it.

B. The OCR’s Findings and Recommendations

Based on the record it developed in this matter, the OCR finds that the ALEA and the DPS are not in compliance with the Safe Streets Act’s EEOP regulations because they do not disseminate adequate information about their EEO Program. To ensure that members of the public, potential trooper applicants, and employees have sufficient information about the ALEA’s and the DPS’ EEO Program, the ALEA should post the OCR’s Report, the DPS’ most recent utilization report, and updated utilization reports on its website and on its intranet site for employees. Going forward, as the ALEA and the DPS implement the OCR’s recommendations, it should regularly provide, on its website and on its intranet site, updated information about its workforce demographics, recruitment efforts, applicant flow data for the trooper position, selection devices for hiring troopers, and training programs for troopers.

X. Conclusion

This letter serves as notice that the OCR has concluded that the ALEA and the DPS must undertake additional steps to ensure compliance with the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations. Upon receipt of this letter, please have representatives from the ALEA and the DPS notify Attorney Advisor Christopher Zubowicz at 202.305.9012 or christopher.zubowicz@usdoj.gov whether the Respondents wish to engage in voluntary compliance negotiations before the DOJ makes a determination about the Respondents’ compliance or noncompliance with the Safe Streets Act and its implementing regulations. As part of this discussion, the ALEA and the DPS should be prepared to discuss their responses to the Report’s findings and recommendations. The OCR is amenable to providing technical assistance to the ALEA and the DPS as they implement the Report’s recommendations. Thank you for the cooperation and assistance that your staff provided to OCR Attorney Advisors Christopher Zubowicz, Benjamin Hernández-Stern, and Shelley Langguth throughout this Compliance Review.

279 See Compliance Review Report, supra Section VII.B.2.
282 See 28 C.F.R. § 42.206(e)(3).
The ALEA and the DPS should be mindful that federal law protects persons who participated in the OCR’s Compliance Review from retaliation for having provided information to the OCR. The OCR will initiate an investigation if it should receive credible evidence of reprisal.

This Report is a public document that the OCR will post on its website.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Michael L. Alston
Director

Enclosure

cc: Robert J. Bentley, Governor
    State of Alabama
    VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

    Jason Swann, Executive Counsel
    Alabama Law Enforcement Agency
    VIA E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL

    William M. Babington, Division Chief
    Law Enforcement and Traffic Safety Division
    Alabama Department of Economic and Community Affairs
    VIA E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL

    R. Alan Benefield, Executive Secretary
    Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission
    VIA E-MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL

    George L. Beck, Jr., United States Attorney
    Middle District of Alabama
    VIA E-MAIL

    Kenyen R. Brown, United States Attorney
    Southern District of Alabama
    VIA E-MAIL

    Joyce White Vance, United States Attorney
    Northern District of Alabama
    VIA E-MAIL
Appendix A: Excerpt from DPS Order 37

DPS PHYSICAL FITNESS STANDARDS CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSISTENTLY EXCEEDS STANDARDS – 12 POINTS</th>
<th>APPRAISAL POINTS 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>PUSH-UPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-Over</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXCEEDS STANDARDS – 9-11 POINTS</th>
<th>APPRAISAL POINTS 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>PUSH-UPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-Over</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEETS STANDARDS – 6-8 POINTS</th>
<th>APPRAISAL POINTS 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>PUSH-UPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-Over</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPATES STANDARDS – 3-5 POINTS</th>
<th>APPRAISAL POINTS 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>PUSH-UPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-Over</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A participant’s final physical fitness must meet standards to satisfy performance appraisal requirements.

If the participant fails to achieve the standard number of repetitions in a particular category, he/she will revert to the lesser capacity. For example, if the participant is required to perform 37 push-ups to consistently exceed standards, but he/she performs only 36 push-ups, the participant will be scored in the exceeds standards category.

A participant must perform the DPS Physical Fitness Test at least once in a calendar year, unless the participant has an approved medical waiver.
VALIDITY REPORT ON APOSTC PAAT

DAVID P. JONES, Ph.D.

January 4, 2016

Introduction

I currently am President and CEO of Growth Ventures, Inc., a human resources consulting organization headquartered in the State of Michigan, USA. I hold a Ph.D. in Industrial/Organizational Psychology gained from Bowling Green University in 1976. My more than 35 years’ experience in the areas of talent assessment, acquisition, and retention has included hands-on design and implementation of candidate assessment and selection procedures. This work has been executed across thousands of job titles in both the public and private sectors, and has taken place in the United States, as well as globally.

I have been qualified by federal courts to serve as an expert consultant and expert witness in connection with matters related to reviewing and providing testimony regarding the professionalism and legal defensibility of organizations’ employment selection procedures. In particular, these assignments have called for assembling professional opinions regarding an employer’s evidence of job-relatedness and business necessity for a broad range of assessment and selection tools, including entry-level tests of knowledge, skills, abilities, personal characteristics, and candidate physical ability and agility.

I was retained by the Office for Civil Rights (OCR), Office of Justice Programs (OJP), U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) as a consultant to review the design, development, job-relatedness (validity), and business necessity of the Physical Agility/Ability Test (PAAT) created by the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission (APOSTC), which is a tool currently used in screening candidates to enter the State’s peace officer positions. My experience includes design, validation, and implementation of such entry-level physical agility
and physical ability testing procedures, as well as many other approaches followed in candidate screening and selection.

**What This Report Will Examine and Conclude**

I was asked to review information provided to the OCR by the APOSTC, the Alabama Department of Public Safety, and the Alabama Law Enforcement Agency concerning the State’s undertaking of design, development, validation, and implementation of the PAAT in screening peace officer candidates. Among a range of documents received from the OCR, the information reviewed in most detail in preparing this report included three technical reports provided to the OCR by the State of Alabama. These included:

*Volume I: Physical Abilities Analysis for the Birmingham Police Department*, J. Hilyer, M. Weaver, T. Thorne, B. Spruiell and J. Gibbs, Division of Preventive Medicine, School of Medicine, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, August 1, 1998.


*A Physical Abilities Analysis and Job Task Validation Study for the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission*, J. Hilyer and M. Weaver, Division of Preventive Medicine, School of Medicine, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, October 18, 1999.

Other materials provided to the OCR by the State of Alabama for review in producing this report are cited on the reference page at the end of this report, along with references to the professional publications and regulatory documents referenced throughout the report.

As shown in the three document titles cited above, work undertaken by the Birmingham Police Department (BPD) and the APOSTC to produce job analysis studies and validation reports for the PAAT was executed more than 15 years ago. No documents were provided to the OCR concerning steps undertaken to drive ongoing evaluation or verification of the PAAT’s job-relatedness and business necessity. Taking such actions is highly recommended, and provides a means for verifying whether an employee selection procedure actually operates as claimed during its initial design and implementation.
Such work also can ensure that changes in the makeup of an employer’s jobs, alteration in the jobs’ requirements, or even changes in the jobs’ candidate groups and their qualifications can be addressed as timeframes as long as 15 years proceed. No such information, though, was provided by the State of Alabama for review. Hence, my review draws upon professional research, analyses, and technical documentation relatively aged compared to most employers’ documentation of selection procedure job-relatedness and business necessity.

Based on the information reviewed, this report sets forth my professional opinions as to whether the content of the technical reports, the makeup of the PAAT, and the methods by which the PAAT has been used meet today’s standards for documenting selection procedure job-relatedness and business necessity. The report also presents specific observations that drive the conclusions presented – observations that cite specific segments of the technical report materials referenced above. While obtaining additional information, such as the validation study data referenced in the *Volume II* document, would have provided an even more comprehensive means for arriving at the conclusions reported here, sufficient information was presented to produce the conclusions offered.

With respect to the BPD’s claims of job-relatedness (validity) and business necessity for the PAAT and its method of use by the BPD, it is claimed in the *Volume II* document that:

> “Content, construct, and criterion-based validity were estimated for the APOST physical ability and physical agility tests for applicant screening . . . .” (*Volume II*, Pg. 7).

It is my professional opinion that the information offered fails to support this claim. While requirements of the three validation study approaches cited in the above *Volume II* claim are addressed in this report, it is my professional opinion that the State of Alabama has not offered acceptable evidence supporting the job-relatedness or business necessity of the PAAT and its method of use in candidate screening. Nor, in particular, does the information provided offer any evidence that the design and implementation of the PAAT addresses professional standards for evaluating and documenting the procedure’s “test fairness,” including additional standards described in the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) *Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 28 C.F.R. § 50.14* (henceforth in this report, *Uniform Guidelines*).
The remainder of this report provides explanations of the review executed in arriving at these conclusions. First presented, though, are details that focus on explaining the professional standards employers need to meet in documenting their selection procedures’ job-relatedness and business necessity.

**Steps Required to Document Selection Procedure Validity**

In reaching my opinions, I have drawn upon the principles and standards by which our profession is guided. These include:

a. the *Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures* (‘SIOP Principles’) produced by the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2003,


c. the *Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures* produced by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Civil Service Commission, Department of Labor, and Department of Justice, 1978.

In providing guidance to employers, the *Uniform Guidelines* cited above reference three types of “validity strategies” for documenting a selection procedure’s validity:

“For purposes of satisfying these guidelines, users may rely upon criterion-related validity studies, content validity studies, or construct validity studies, in accordance with the standards set forth in the technical standards of these guidelines, Section 14 of this part.” (*Uniform Guidelines*, Section 5 A)

The three strategies cited by the *Uniform Guidelines*, and referenced as noted above in the BPD’s *Volume II* report, are echoed in both the *SIOP Principles* and *Standards* cited above, as well. Produced by the Industrial/Organizational Psychology profession, the *SIOP Principles* address the same concepts presented in the *Uniform Guidelines*. The *SIOP Principles* also have been updated several times as a result of unfolding professional research undertaken since their initial preparation; the most recent update took place in 2003.
The Standards, a set of professional guidelines whose focus rests more on mental ability and personality assessment tools used in both academic and workplace settings, are updated periodically, as well; the most recent update took place in 1999. While focusing less primarily on the design and validation of physical ability assessment procedures, the Standards still provide clear technical guidance relevant in guiding the creating, implementing, and tracking of results for physical agility and ability assessment procedures.

As described in the Uniform Guidelines, SIOP Principles, and Standards together, each of the three validation study approaches cited above offers a means for gathering and interpreting evidence of a selection procedure’s validity. The most effective way to undertake, or evaluate, selection procedure validity rests upon integrating the science and practical guidance provided across all three of the professional documents cited.

The most objective and empirically demonstrative approach, criterion-related validity is evidenced when an employer shows statistically that candidate “scores” on its selection procedure, even scores as basic as “pass vs. fail,” relate in a statistically significant way to a criterion (job performance) measure of employee on-the-job accomplishment, e.g., achieving training success, obtaining successful supervisory performance ratings, reducing absenteeism rates, accidents or injuries experienced, achieving advancement or promotional results, or other measures that reflect an employee’s true level of on-the-job performance success.

In producing statistical evidence of job-relatedness, criterion-related validation requires assembly and use of research samples sufficient in size to warrant meaningful statistical evaluation of a selection procedure’s validity. Criterion-related validation also requires that the validation study’s job performance information is collected in a manner that allows accurate, meaningful, unbiased analysis of employees’ on-the-job performance. Achieving these prerequisites through properly designed research methodologies means that most any type of selection procedure can be evaluated through a criterion-related research design. The BPD claims evidence of criterion-related validity for the PAAT.

Content validation calls for documenting the extent to which “performing the content of a selection procedure” accurately parallels “performing the content of the job.” Executing content
validation activities requires assembling and summarizing professional judgments that evaluate the degree to which candidate performance on the selection procedure can be viewed as drawing upon the same behaviors documented as important to performing the job.

Content validation becomes an appropriate strategy as the opportunity increases to show a linkage between observable features of the selection procedure and observable aspects of performing the job. An example would be undertaking content validation of a computer-based word processing test to assess candidates for a job where computer-based word processing is a key part of day-to-day job performance. Here, the parallel between the “content of the test” and the “content of the job” (computer-based work processing) is easily observed and, hence, easily documented through content validation. Documenting content validity would not be feasible, though, by claiming that the content of a “finger dexterity test” assesses the ability to execute the content of a computer-based word processor.

Executing content validation calls not only for reaching rational judgments regarding the relevance of a selection procedure, but for assembling statistical documentation that can be called upon to support such rational claims; e.g., using tools to document statistically significant agreement among Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) regarding the content validity of each element making up the selection procedure. The BPD claims content validity for the PAAT.

Construct validity involves assembling numerous research studies, evaluating a selection procedure’s operation in other well-researched studies, examining the psychometric characteristics of the procedure, and drawing upon large, meta-analytic databases to document the criterion-related validation of the procedure in other settings. Many times, a construct validity approach is based upon assembling multiple criterion-related validity studies executed in other similar settings, examining the overall pattern of results shown therein, and drawing upon this overall research to help frame the design of a new selection procedure.

Construct validation is seldom used to produce arguments for an employer selection procedure’s validity in the workplace. It reflects much more of an “academic approach” to drawing upon prior research findings in creating the overall design plans for a fundamentally new selection process. As shown in professional publications, the approach is almost never used
to document, or argue, the validity of an employer’s selection process. The BPD claims construct validity for the PAAT.

Finally, an employer might set out to “transport” information regarding the criterion-related validity of a specific selection procedure from one location to another, from one department or agency to another, or from one job to another, thereby eliminating the need to conduct a local validation study. Here, the *Uniform Guidelines Interpretation and Clarification (Questions and Answers)* (1980) specify that evidence drawn from a criterion-related validation study executed successfully at one location (e.g., at a given police agency department) might be “transported” to another location as the basis for using the selection procedure at the new location, without the need to execute a new criterion-related validation study. The *Uniform Guidelines*, however, set clear standards for claiming “validity transportability.” The standards indicate:

“A validity study done elsewhere may provide sufficient evidence if four conditions are met:

1. *The evidence from the other studies clearly demonstrates that the procedure was valid in its use elsewhere.*

2. *The job(s) for which the selection procedure will be used closely matches the job(s) in the original study as shown by a comparison of major work behaviors as shown by the job analyses in both contexts.*

3. *Evidence of fairness from the other studies is considered for those groups constituting a significant factor in the user’s labor market.*

4. *Proper account is taken of variables which might affect the applicability of the study in the new setting, such as performance standards, work methods, representativeness of the sample in terms of experience or other relevant factors, and the currency of the study.*” (*Uniform Guidelines Questions and Answers*, IV.A.66)

As indicated, “validity transportability” is an acceptable approach to claiming evidence of validity only when a) the same selection procedure successfully validated via criterion-related evidence in one location, b) is applied to the same types of jobs in a new location, and c) is used (scored, weighted, linked to hiring decisions) in the same way for which evidence of criterion-related validity was initially produced.
Regardless of the validation approach adopted, professional practice calls for completion of validation research, and execution of analyses like those referenced above, when an employer’s selection procedure produces disparate impact on the employment opportunities of candidate groups protected by statute. A variety of statistical standards exist to guide evaluations as to whether, and to what degree, a selection procedure produces a disparate impact.

Regardless of the statistical analysis approach adopted, under Title VII jurisprudence it is my understanding that a finding of statistically significant adverse impact places a burden upon the user of the selection procedure to demonstrate that the tool has been properly designed, properly validated by the user organization, and properly used in reaching candidate screening decisions.

In executing my review of the PAAT selection procedure, I was informed the OCR documented, through the statistician expert engaged by the OCR, that a statistically significant difference between the qualifying rates of male versus female trooper candidates taking the PAAT had been documented.

Hence, the State of Alabama must document that the PAAT selection procedure meets standards of job-relatedness and business necessity by showing that the procedure itself, as well as its method of use, comply with the accepted professional standards for selection procedure validation cited above.

The BPD’s primary approach to examining evidence of validity for the PAAT more than 15 years ago, as described in its Volume I and Volume II reports, was a criterion-related validation approach. The claimed criterion-related validation study was used by the APOSTC’s professional consultants in producing the APOSTC’s claimed evidence of PAAT validity, as well as in setting PAAT qualifying standards noted to result in statistically significant adverse impact upon female candidates for trooper positions – again, as reported by the OCR statistical expert.

As a result, the major focus of this report involves a) examining the BPD’s evidence of criterion-related validity for the PAAT, b) evaluating the appropriateness of the procedure’s
method of use, and c) determining whether evidence of “test fairness” exists for the procedure. Comments will also be presented with respect to the validity “transportability” claim made at the time of expanding use of the APOSTC’s PAAT from the initial BPD criterion-related validation study to State-wide use in trooper screening. The reason – verifying a claim of validity “transportability” for a selection procedure is based in large part on whether the criterion-related validation work executed at the procedure’s initial design location was completed successfully. If not, then a claim of validity “transportability” to an additional location cannot be presented. Hence, it is not necessary to comment upon the Volume II claims of content and construct validity, since it is criterion-related validity that was needed to support initial design of the PAAT and, more importantly, its “transportability” to State-wide use.

The Importance in Documenting That a Selection Procedure Predicts Actual On-the-Job Performance

Validation study research, particularly criterion-related validation like that reported in the BPD’s Volume II document, focuses on confirming that the manner in which a candidate performs (e.g., scores) on a selection procedure provides accurate, reliable prediction as to how the candidate will perform on the job. This concept applies to all validation study approaches, but is more effectively documented when a criterion-related validation strategy is followed to document the specific level of accuracy a selection procedure provides in predicting candidates’ future on-the-job performance.

A criterion-related validation is sometimes, though infrequently, executed by administering the selection procedure to actual job candidates, not using the candidates’ scores in making hiring decisions, but later examining how each candidate’s score relates to their future on-the-job performance. Labeled a “predictive” criterion-related validation study, such an approach provides very sound, accurate, and broad-based candidate selection procedure data for use in examining the tool’s ability to predict future on-the-job performance. Many employers, though, do not wish to hire candidates who have scored at very low levels on the selection procedure simply to confirm that they perform at very low levels on the job.
More frequent is the execution of “concurrent” criterion-related validation studies. This approach draws upon administering the initial version of a selection procedure to current employees, and then collecting information regarding the employees’ current on-the-job performance to confirm whether the employees’ performance on the selection procedure relates at a statistically significant level with their on-the-job performance. Acceptable as a criterion-related validation study approach, such a project also can be used to determine the degree of the selection procedure’s accuracy in predicting on-the-job performance, as well as its reliability in providing an assessment result likely to be repeated if the same individual completed the procedure at another “re-test” time.

Key to executing criterion-related validation studies are data collection and statistical analyses that document both the accuracy of the selection procedure in predicting actual on-the-job performance, as well as the reliability/stability of the prediction made for each individual who completes the procedure.

Some criterion-related validation studies, however, focus on predicting how initially hired employees perform during initial job training; e.g., during academy training. Such studies are useful, but one concern is that validating a selection procedure’s accuracy in predicting academy training success sometimes is based on simply “correlating a candidate’s score on a selection test with their score on a training test.” Much statistical research shows that using the same format (e.g., a written test) to assess two different concepts (e.g., candidates’ reading comprehension versus their academy training exam results) can result in finding only “common method of measurement” evidence of criterion-related validity.

This is why sound criterion-related validation studies focus on predicting actual on-the-job performance, which is the primary reason why an employer uses the selection procedure. Results of a criterion-related validation study executed, for example, by correlating employee performance on one physical agility or physical ability test with their performance on another physical agility or physical ability test created and claimed to reflect a hypothetical job performance measure would be influenced by, and likely “validated” substantially by, the concept of “common method of measurement” alone.
As noted earlier in describing the nature of criterion-related validation, most criterion-related studies seek to ensure that candidates’ performance on a selection procedure actually predicts on-the-job performance measures, such as supervisors’ evaluations of the employees’ on-the-job performance, or even the likelihood of employees experiencing disciplinary actions, turnover, terminations, promotions, etc. Selection procedures produced to assess candidate physical agility or physical abilities can be compared to employees experiencing poor on-the-job performance evaluations, or experiencing accidents, injuries, or lost work time, and needing additional training in performing physically related aspects of their jobs.

The monitoring of on-the-job performance measures by employers also can be used to determine whether a selection procedure already validated and in place might be refined in terms of its makeup, scoring, qualifying standards, or use in combination with other components of the employer’s selection process. In effect, ongoing monitoring of on-the-job performance results can be used to continually refine the makeup and method for using employee selection procedures. This is particularly important when a selection procedure has been created and used for a period of approximately 15 years, like the PAAT.

Evaluating the criterion-related validity of the PAAT by comparing current peace officers’ performance on the PAAT to data monitored by the BPD in on-the-job performance evaluations could have been used as part of the BPD’s Volume II criterion-related validation study. Additional information presented later in this report will document the fact that this was not done.

**The Importance of Establishing Selection Procedure Qualifying Standards Correctly**

Regardless of the strategy used to document the validity of a selection procedure’s design and composition – criterion-related validation, content validation, construct validation, or validity transportability – professional standards require that whether the selection procedure is considered to be valid also depends on the manner in which the procedure is actually used to make employee screening and hiring decisions. In effect, documenting selection procedure validity calls for showing that the selection procedure’s “method of use” is valid in making the specific kinds of decisions the employer wishes to make.
In effect, showing evidence of validity rests not only on “what composes” the selection procedure, but on “how it is used.” Assembling data that documents the accuracy with which different selection procedure “methods of use” operate is as important a part of meeting professional validation study standards as is composing the selection procedure of the proper content.

For example, steps might be taken to “weight” and combine how a candidate scores on a selection procedure’s various components. Such an approach can be used to produce a single, overall selection procedure score. Then, the candidate might be required to meet a pass-fail standard on the overall selection procedure score. Alternatively, a candidate might be required not only to meet a pass-fail standard, but might then be rank-ordered in terms of the specific overall score achieved on the selection procedure. Documenting validity for such a “method of use” requires producing evidence to show clearly that how individual components of the procedure are “weighted,” combined, and used to establish pass-fail qualifying or rank-ordering standards has been proven to provide statistically accurate predictions of on-the-job performance.

In addition, how a candidate performs (scores) on each of a selection procedure’s various components might be used to make pass-fail decisions component by component, rather than by drawing upon an overall score. This approach is often referred to as a “multiple hurdles” method for candidate screening. Here, evidence is needed to document the validity of each component used as a “hurdle” in screening candidates, and to confirm that the levels of scores used for each hurdle are confirmed as properly established. Again, the focus is on ensuring that “multiple hurdle” approaches to candidate scoring result in a validated selection procedure that document that each “multiple hurdle” contributes to predicting specific, or overall, on-the-job performance.

Examining alternatives to identify a specific “method of use” for a selection procedure calls for answering questions regarding a range of topics when, as undertaken in the BPD’s Volume II, a criterion-related validity study is executed. For example, does performance on the selection procedure actually predict candidates’ on-the-job performance? Alternatively, do the selection procedure scores simply predict how a candidate is likely to perform on another element of the selection process? Using scores on a selection procedure test, for example, to
forecast how a candidate will score on another similar test offers little evidence of validity for the “method of use” created.

In addition, how psychometrically reliable are candidate scores on the selection procedure? If the selection procedure were administered a second time, how closely could the candidate be expected to score? Is the selection procedure sufficiently reliable in the scores it produces during assessment of candidates to produce reliable decisions regarding those qualified versus not qualified?

How would current employees be expected to succeed if the “method of use” were applied to them? If noteworthy percentages were to fail the “method of use,” then is the workforce actually ineffective in its own on-the-job performance? What specific level of on-the-job performance is predicted for candidates who meet the selection procedure’s qualifying standards? Do criterion-related validation study regression equations predict reasonable levels of candidate on-the-job performance, or are the standards extremely demanding?

Might it be feasible to identify “equally valid, but less adverse alternatives” for using the selection procedure if it produces adverse impact upon protected candidate groups? Have criterion-related validity results been used to explore such alternatives?

Proper execution of validation studies calls for evaluating each of the above questions by drawing upon data collected as part of the criterion-related validation work executed during design and validation of the procedure. Again, each question is then drawn upon to ensure that not only the makeup of the selection procedure, but its “method of use” combine to meet professional standards for selection procedure validation. All of the above questions could have been answered as part of the BPD’s Volume II criterion-related validation study. Additional information presented later in this report will document the fact that they were not.

**The Importance in Evaluating and Ensuring “Test Fairness”**

The *Uniform Guidelines* cite specific areas where employers should focus in evaluating and ensuring the “test fairness” of selection procedures their organizations develop, validate, implement, and monitor. The concept of “test fairness” applies most directly to evaluating how a
selection procedure’s use is likely to affect applicant groups protected by legal statute – specifically, ethnic and gender minority groups.

Section 14 B (8) of the **Uniform Guidelines** provides a specific definition of “test unfairness” with respect to employer selection procedures:

> “Unfairness defined. When members of one race, sex, or ethnic group characteristically obtain lower scores on a selection procedure than members of another group, and the differences in scores are not reflected in differences in a measure of job performance, use of the selection procedure may unfairly deny opportunities to members of the group that obtains the lower scores.” (Uniform Guidelines, Section 14 B 8)

One aspect to examining the concept of “test fairness” when developing and validating a selection procedure rests in analyzing whether individuals of different ethnic or gender groups who “score the same on the selection procedure” can be expected to “perform the same on the job.” Data assembled in executing criterion-related validation research can be used to determine, for example, whether males and females who score at the same level on a physical agility or physical ability test are found to perform at the same level on the job. If so, then using the same qualifying standard in screening male and female candidates can be supported by documenting that the selection procedure shows “test fairness” in using the same qualifying standard for both groups.

Other statistical approaches to examining a selection procedure’s “test fairness” can be used to determine whether the procedure operates with the same level of validity for different ethnic or gender groups, whether it predicts on-the-job performance with the same level of accuracy, whether it provides equally reliable assessments of candidate qualifications for different candidate groups and, again, whether using the same qualifying standard results in predicting the same level of on-the-job performance for each group.

Failure to undertake “test fairness” analyses can, in fact, result in developing a selection procedure that “works for one group, but not the other” in predicting future on-the-job performance. Computing the criterion-related validity of the selection procedure for different
ethnic and gender groups, for example, provides an initial means for addressing the “test fairness” topic.

Again, an evaluation of “test fairness” is required most in executing selection procedure validation when the procedure developed can be expected to, or has been shown to, result in statistically significant adverse impact upon a protected candidate group. This topic could have been answered as part of the BPD’s Volume II criterion-related validation study. Additional information presented later in this report will document the fact that it was not.

**Issue No. 1 – Unacceptable Documentation that the PAAT Predicts On-the-Job Performance**

As noted earlier, it is my professional opinion that, despite the BPD’s claim of criterion-related validity, there is no evidence the PAAT actually predicts a candidate’s future on-the-job performance. This is because the measures of job performance created by the BPD’s vendor as “job performance criterion measures” in executing the Volume II criterion-related validation study within the BPD did not reflect measures of actual on-the-job performance.

As noted in a preceding section of this report, criterion-related validation strategies like that executed within the BPD typically involve administering a draft version of a new selection procedure, such as the PAAT, to a sample of employees currently working in the job for which the new selection procedure will be used in candidate screening. As noted, this is an approach referred to as a “concurrent” criterion-related validation strategy, which is, again, the approach described in the Volume II report.

Criterion measures of the tested employees’ on-the-job performance are then collected and statistical analyses are undertaken to evaluate the degree to which employees’ performance on the new test relates to (“predicts”) their actual on-the-job performance. According to the **Uniform Guidelines**:

> “Evidence of the validity of a test or other selection procedure by a criterion-related validity study should consist of empirical data demonstrating that the selection procedure is predictive of or significantly correlated with important elements of job performance.” (Uniform Guidelines, Section 5 B)
In effect, professional standards focus on executing a criterion-related validation study in a way that will evaluate clearly and objectively the degree to which “scores on the test” relate statistically significantly to actual “performance on the job.”

In designing and executing its 1998 criterion-related validation study, however, the BPD vendor used no actual on-the-job performance measures (e.g., supervisory performance evaluations; documentation of prior awards, disciplinary records, accident, injury, or lost work time information; training accomplishments; prior promotional achievement, etc.) as the means for evaluating the criterion-related validity of the PAAT in predicting on-the-job performance.

Instead, the vendor created two hypothetical “job performance simulations” – the Short Birmingham Pursue and Subdue (BPAS) tasks and the Long BPAS tasks – and used these simulations as the validation study’s job performance criterion measures (Volume II, Pgs. 4 – 8). Both BPAS measures were simply “job performance simulations.” No steps were taken to collect actual measures of the validation study’s current peace officers’ on-the-job performance. Further, no steps were even taken to document that how officers performed on the BPAS “job performance simulations” actually related to other documented information about their current day-to-day on-the-job performance.

The 1998 PAAT validation study simply set out to show that current BPD officers’ performance on the two “job performance simulation” BPAS measures related to the same officers’ performance on the basic physical agility and physical ability components of the PAAT – the obstacle course test, the push-up test, the sit-up test, and the 1.5-mile-run test.

The vendor claimed the two “job performance simulation” measures reflected events that might occur on the job and therefore might be considered to “represent” measures of job performance. Again, however, no attempt was made to establish that performance on these hypothetical job performance measures bore any relationship with fundamental measures of the BPD officers’ on-the-job performance, which, again, would be measures such as the officers’ current supervisory performance evaluations, awards, disciplinary records, accidents, injuries, lost work time information, training accomplishments, etc.
In my professional opinion, this approach to “criterion-validating” the PAAT’s basic physical agility and physical ability components fell short of meeting professional standards for several fundamental reasons. First, no actual on-the-job measures of officers’ performance were collected and used during the validation project. Instead, hypothetical “job performance simulation” measures used as the study’s performance criterion measures simply represented an attempt to speculate how officers perform certain aspects of their job.

Second, when the “job performance simulation” measures were implemented, high percentages of current BPD officers were designated as “failing to perform successfully.” For example, when a group of 49 current BPD officers underwent evaluation on the Short BPAS “job performance simulation,” 15 (31%) were reported as having failed the event (Volume I, Pg. 42), based on a “subjective scale of 1 (fail) to 4 (excellent)” (Volume II, Pg. 6) used by those who observed the current officers perform the Short BPAS “job performance simulation” and rated their level of success in performing it. Even more noteworthy, when a group of 50 officers were evaluated on the Long BPAS “job performance simulation,” 25 (50%) of the officers were reported as having failed the event (Volume I, Pg. 44). (Note that Pg. 10 of Volume II reports that 24 of 49 officers failed to pass the Long BPAS.)

In effect, nearly one of three current officers were judged as failing to perform successfully on the Short BPAS “job performance simulation,” while approximately one-half of current officers were judged as failing to perform successfully on the Long BPAS “job performance simulation” measure. No discussion was provided in the vendor report as to whether the BPD would consider one-third, or one-half, of its current officers as failing to perform their jobs successfully, yet these Short BPAS and Long BPAS results laid the foundation for executing criterion-related validation analyses of the PAAT.

Third, while the vendor report indicates that officer performance on both the Short BPAS and Long BPAS “job performance simulations” was used in validating the four components of the PAAT (Volume I, Pg. 40), the report indicates it was the Long BPAS “job performance simulation” that was used in setting applicant qualifying standards for each component of the PAAT (Volume II, Pg. 4). Then again, Volume II indicates that both the Short BPAS and Long
BPAS played a role in setting qualifying standards for the PAAT obstacle course component \((Volume \ II, \ Pg. \ 11)\).

In total, then, the vendor appeared to use officers’ high failure rates on both the Short BPAS and Long BPAS “job performance simulation” as the central focus for establishing qualifying standards for each element of the PAAT. The vendor’s “false positive versus false negative” standard-setting strategy \((Volume \ II, \ Pg. \ 10)\) drew upon the high BPAS failure rates of current officers to result in stringent qualifying standards for future applicants. In effect, if less than one-third of incumbent officers had “failed” the Short BPAS, and less than one-half had “failed” the Long BPAS, the applicant standards established for PAAT components would have been set at less demanding levels.

More seriously, the BPD’s vendor provided no information in the \(Volume \ II\) validation report to indicate exactly what percent of the 64 male and 26 female \((Volume \ II, \ Pg. \ 4)\) officers participating in the criterion-related validation study succeeded when evaluated on the Short BPAS or Long BPAS “job performance simulation,” or what percent of each group met the standards set on the PAAT’s physical agility and physical ability components. Nor did the BPD’s vendor provide any reports regarding the 64 male versus 26 female officers’ average job tenure at the time of participation, most recent average on-the-job performance evaluation results, the groups’ average incidence of workplace accidents, injuries, lost work time, disciplinary actions, awards received, special training completed, etc. Nor did the vendor execute and report data produced by re-administration of the two BPAS events and PAAT components during a second, independent administration in order to arrive at a statistical documentation of the procedures’ test-retest reliability. Assembling and analyzing such data is called for to produce evidence of a selection procedure’s reliability and validity in assessing qualities that can be shown to predict candidates’ future on-the-job performance. Reporting all such data is required in determining whether the study’s “job performance simulation” measures could be considered as accurate job performance metrics, versus reflecting unfair, biased, gender-related results.

While the use of “job performance simulation” exercises such as the \(Volume \ II\) vendor’s hypothetical measures is not, in itself, a totally unacceptable technique, such measures must be
shown to be representative of actual on-the-job performance and, if they produce a noteworthy different “performance level” result for incumbents of one group versus another (e.g., based on gender, ethnicity, age, etc.), it is important to explore whether such differences reflect potential bias in the validation study’s criterion measure. According to the SIOP Principles:

“Criterion bias is systematic error resulting from criterion contamination or deficiency that differentially affects the criterion performance of different groups . . . . The possibility of criterion bias must be anticipated . . . . The researcher should protect against bias insofar as is feasible and use professional judgment when evaluating the data.” (SIOP Principles, Pg. 17)

Again, in reporting its results, the vendor did nothing to evaluate whether the hypothetical “job performance simulation” criterion measures, which are critical for arguing criterion-related validity of PAAT components, bore any relationship to officers’ actual on-the-job performance. The researchers did nothing to examine whether any other sources of performance data suggested that a large percentage (approximately one-half) of the PAAT takers would be expected to show deficient on-the-job performance, such as unusual accident, injury or absence records, the need for additional training or supervision, or other outcomes indicating that the hypothetical job performance criterion measures had, indeed, measured attributes that reflect themselves in individuals’ actual on-the-job performance. Finally, they did nothing to confirm that the “job performance simulation” measure reflected a reliable criterion measure – even if only a simulation.

An even more serious flaw in the BPD vendor’s criterion-related validation approach is the fact that the validation strategy executed by correlating the hypothetical “job performance simulation” measures’ results with PAAT test results simply showed that performance on one set of test components (the PAAT) correlated with officers’ performance on another set of test components (the hypothetical “job performance simulation” measures). As a result, it was not data regarding real on-the-job performance that was used in arguing the criterion-related validity of the PAAT; it was merely data produced by “administering and correlating scores on two tests” – the PAAT and BPAS “tests.” As noted earlier, this approach is similar to using a person’s
score on one test to predict their performance on another test, and claiming that the former is an effective “selection test” and the latter is a valid “measure of job performance.”

As any testing professional knows, scores on one test typically correlate with those on another, similarly formatted test merely as a function of the two measures being tests of the same attributes. When two tests are designed to assess the same attributes – agility, running speed, upper body strength, lower body strength, etc. – how could one expect performance on one test would not correlate with performance on the other? Such an approach simply indicates that one has created “alternate forms” of the same test – two tests that assess the same attributes. This activity does not reflect test validation; it simply confirms that two tests measure the same attributes, and that they are “alternate forms” of the same test.

There is well accepted professional research establishing that when a correlation (criterion-related validity coefficient) between two measures is computed using such similar “methods of measurement” – e.g., a basic physical agility and physical ability test versus a “job performance simulation” test developed to measure the same basic physical abilities – much of any correlation noted is a result of “common method variance.”

Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012), for example, provide an example of two paper-and-pencil tests to illustrate “common method variance.” Citing research using multi-trait/multi-method correlations, the authors report that 18% to 32% of the variance in test scores is due to common method factors. Using the square root of these numbers as an estimate of the correlation attributable to common measurement methods, the authors note that results in correlations of .42-.57 are attributable to “common methods of measurement.” These values are quite similar to the “validity coefficients” reported in the Volume II report (Volume II, Pgs. 14 – 15). This is not professionally acceptable validation research. It is simply a self-fulfilling framing of a validity argument by showing that scores on two tests of the same attributes correlate with one another. In the approximately 15 years since development of the PAAT, no evidence was provided to the OCR by the State of Alabama indicating any follow-up improvements in on-the-job performance resulting from the PAAT, either.
In summary, it is my professional opinion that the *Volume II* validation study provides no evidence that performance on the PAAT provides criterion-related validity evidence in predicting candidate’s future on-the-job performance. All that is shown is that an individual’s performance on the PAAT would be expected to predict the individual’s performance on a similar physical agility and physical ability test.

**Issue No. 2 – Unacceptable Documentation of Defensible PAAT Qualifying Standards**

It also is my professional opinion that there is no evidence the PAAT validation study was used to set a pass-fail hiring standard to identify candidates who will perform the job at an acceptable level. Even if there was evidence of criterion-related validity for the PAAT, which I conclude is not the case, there is no evidence the PAAT’s qualifying standards identify candidates who can perform the peace officer job “at an acceptable level.” This is because the *Volume II* vendor techniques for establishing qualifying standards on the PAAT gave no consideration to documenting that officers who “passed” the test actually performed their day-to-day jobs at an acceptable level, and that those who “failed” the test did not perform acceptably.

Steps taken in setting the PAAT qualifying standards failed to follow professionally acceptable practices for a number of reasons. First, as noted earlier and discussed in additional detail later in this report, the BPD’s vendor executed a data collection effort in which current officers participated in administration of both the PAAT and “job performance simulation” measures. Again, the latter measures were claimed to reflect a job performance criterion against which PAAT component scores could be compared in order to document the PAAT’s ability to predict job performance results. As noted, the male versus female officer performance on the “job performance simulation” measures was not investigated to determine whether the claimed performance criterion measures were biased in the results produced; as noted above, this is an important inquiry under the profession’s *SIOP Principles*.

Absent any such investigation of potential bias in the validation study’s criterion measures, the vendor then applied a statistical methodology referred to as regression and ROC curve analysis (*Volume II*, Pgs. 13 – 15) to establish qualifying standards on the PAAT’s basic physical agility and ability tests by, essentially, identifying scores on the PAAT components that related
to “passing versus failing” the “job performance simulation.” Fundamentally, as noted earlier, these analyses simply relate the cut-off score recommended on one test (each component of the PAAT) with cut-off scores established on another test (the “job performance simulation” measure), which, as already noted, approximately one-half of the officers evaluated had failed.

Nowhere in the analyses was attention given to examining whether those who “passed versus failed,” or scored at different levels, on the “job performance simulation” measures showed any actual differences in more representative measures of on-the-job performance. As noted above, in no cases were steps taken to compare the peace officers’ performance on the “job performance simulation” measures with information regarding their on-the-job performance in order to determine whether “passing versus failing” the overall “job performance simulation” test could be argued as showing at least some level of correlation with actual on-the-job performance. This deficiency resulted in recommending components and qualifying standards on the PAAT based solely on the test’s relationship with another test – one that approximately one-half of current officers failed, as noted in the Volume II report citations referenced earlier.

A second failure to meet professional requirements in setting the PAAT qualifying standards rests in the fact that the standards followed a “multiple hurdles” approach to determining candidate “pass versus fail” status; that is, a candidate must meet each individual standard set for the PAAT’s multiple components – agility test, push-ups, sit-ups, and 1.5-mile run. This, in effect, frames a method of use for the PAAT as reflecting “one test, but four hurdles.” Failing to meet any one of the four standards will result in a candidate being disqualified.

The Volume II validation report produced by the BPD’s vendor offers no details regarding why a multiple-hurdles approach to using the PAAT offers a preferred “method of use,” compared to methods of use that might combine candidate’s performance on the various PAAT components in a “compensatory” manner to produce a single overall score, or offer an alternative that permits not meeting the qualifying standard set on one or more of the PAAT components, based upon scoring highly on other components. The report offers no comparison of such alternatives in terms of their job-relatedness or potential adverse impact reduction in screening candidates.
Finally, nowhere in the vendor’s report was attention given to examining any ethnic or gender-based adverse impact such qualifying standards would have on external job candidates. The BPD’s argument that the PAAT qualifying standards are job-related rests simply on the finding that those who meet the PAAT qualifying standards tend to pass another, similar test of essentially the same physical agility and abilities. Further, the APOSTC’s establishment of the recommended qualifying standards was based on a claim that approximately one-half of the officers who completed the BPAS “job performance simulation” had failed.

Might it be the case that, if one-half of current officers failed the “job performance simulation” measures used in setting the PAAT qualifying standards, the PAAT standards might be overly stringent as candidate qualifying standards? No review, analysis, or comments on this concept appear in the Volume II report. If it would not make sense to terminate approximately one-half of current peace officers who “failed” the “job performance simulation,” why would it be reasonable to use this standard in screening future candidates? No review, analysis, or comments on this concept appear in the Volume II report. Would taking this action have resulted in terminating a much higher percent of current female peace officers, and does the standard result in “terminating” a much higher percent of female peace officer candidates? Again, this topic, as noted below, is not addressed in the Volume II report.

**Issue No. 3 – No Evidence of PAAT “Test Fairness”**

The PAAT qualifying standards offer no evidence of having been established in a way so that the components of the candidate screening program are “fairly and evenly applied” with respect to candidate gender. As noted earlier in the report, the *Uniform Guidelines* call upon users of selection procedures to investigate the fairness of such candidate screening tools. As noted earlier:

“When members of one race, sex, or ethnic group characteristically obtain lower scores on a selection procedure than members of another group, and the differences in scores are not reflected in differences in a measure of job performance, use of the selection procedure may unfairly deny opportunities to members of the group that obtains the lower scores.” *(Uniform Guidelines, Section 14 B 8a)*
“Where a selection procedure results in an adverse impact on a race, sex, or ethnic group identified in accordance with the classification set forth in section 4 of this part and that group is a significant factor in the relevant labor market, the user generally should investigate the possible existence of unfairness for that group if it is technically feasible to do so.” (Uniform Guidelines, Section 14 B 8b)

The SIOPI Principles cited also provide similar references regarding the need to undertake investigation of “predictive bias” in a selection procedure. The SIOPI Principles provide clear direction on the steps for undertaking such an investigation when a selection procedure is noted to produce a significant adverse impact on a protected candidate group:

“Predictive bias is found when for a given subgroup, consistent nonzero errors of prediction are made for members of the subgroup.” (SIOPI Principles, Pg. 32)

“Testing for predictive bias involves using moderated multiple-regression, where the criterion measure is regressed on the predictor score, subgroup membership, and an interaction term between the two.” (SIOPI Principles, Pg. 32)

The BPD’s vendor undertook no such investigation of “test fairness” or “predictive bias” for the PAAT in its 1998 Volume II validity study. Yes, the vendor undertook a series of multiple-regression analyses (Volume II, Pgs. 14 – 15) in recommending candidate qualifying standards on the PAAT. No, none of these analyses explored the potential of the PAAT showing “predictive bias,” consistent with the SIOPI Principles, in how the PAAT might predict male versus female performance on the “job performance simulation” criterion measure.

The vendor’s report provided no data or analysis of any nature regarding how male versus female officers performed on either the “job performance simulation” or the PAAT “multiple hurdle” pass-fail recommendations presented in the Volume II report. No information was provided in the report regarding the validity coefficients produced for male versus female officers who participated in the criterion-related validation study. No information even was provided in the report regarding the percent of male versus female officers who passed versus failed either the PAAT or “job performance simulation.”

As a result, no evidence was presented to indicate that the PAAT predicts performance in the same way for male and female officers or candidates. Further, no evidence was presented to indicate that the PAAT predicts actual on-the-job performance in the same manner for male and
female candidates. Given the absence of a connection between the validation study’s “job performance simulation” and officers’ actual on-the-job performance, and the potentially lower scores achieved by female officers on both the PAAT and “job performance simulation” measures, failure to involve a sample of female officers sufficiently large enough to permit fairness and predictive bias analyses to be undertaken further underscores the inadequacy of the BPD’s Volume II validation evidence. The concept of “test fairness” is not even referenced in the vendor report.

**Issue No. 4 – No Ongoing Effort to Confirm the Validity of the PAAT**

Comments provided in the preceding sections of this report have drawn upon the Volume I and, primarily, the Volume II 1998 BPD information provided to the OCR for review. The third document referenced in the opening section of this report – *A Physical Abilities Analysis and Job Task Validation Study for the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission*, October, 1999 – summarizes work that was drawn upon to extend use of the PAAT from the BPD, where initial design and claimed validation of the selection procedure was executed per the Volume I and Volume II reports. This extension was undertaken for the purpose of using the PAAT candidate selection procedure on a State-wide basis.

As noted in this third report, work was undertaken by two of the same professionals engaged in the prior Volume I and Volume II studies executed within the BPD (J. Hilyer and M. Weaver) in order:

“To demonstrate that the validated applicant screening test (APOSTC Law Enforcement Physical Agility/Physical Ability Test) used by Birmingham can appropriately be used by law enforcement agencies in the State of Alabama as a screening test for entrance into the Alabama Law Enforcement Academies.” (A Physical Abilities Analysis and Job Task Validation Study for the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission, October, 1999, Pg. 5.)

Law enforcement officer job analysis work, rather than additional validation work, was executed in this additional project and is described in this report, concluding that:

“The study conclusively established adequate similarity between the entry-level job requirements of Law Enforcement Agencies in the State of Alabama and the Police Department in Birmingham. The use of the Physical Agility/Physical Ability test
validated in the Birmingham study are appropriate for use by APOSTC and the Law Enforcement Academies in the State of Alabama.” (A Physical Abilities Analysis and Job Task Validation Study for the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission, October, 1999, Pg. 138.)

In effect, work undertaken in the 1999 project draws upon the “validity transportability” standard cited in the earlier section of this report to support “transport” of the PAAT from the BPD to use on an Alabama State-wide basis.

Drawing simply upon the first “validity transportability” standard cited on Page 7 of this report – that the PAAT’s initial criterion-related validation needed to be completed successfully in order to undertake a “validity transportability” initiative – it is my professional opinion that there is no basis for “transporting” the non-documented validity of the BPD PAAT study to support using the tool on a State-wide basis. Even if similarities among the BPD versus other State-wide law enforcement positions were documented, the lack of acceptable validity evidence for the PAAT, as well as the tool’s observed adverse impact upon female candidates, precludes undertaking a “validity transportability” initiative. In effect, the initial BPD criterion-related validation study failed to meet professional standards. Hence, there was no basis for undertaking a “validity transportability” claim for extending use of the tool beyond the BPD to a State-wide basis.

In addition, the passage of approximately 15 years since implementation of the PAAT within the BPD, and State-wide, has provided an opportunity for the State of Alabama to answer two fundamental questions. First – Has implementation of the PAAT reflected any changes in peace officer on-the-job performance compared to that documented prior to its initial implementation? Such review would provide a means for “cross-validating” the fact that BPD peace officers’ PAAT performance related statistically to their performance on “another physical ability and physical agility test” used as the 1998 Volume II project’s job performance simulation measure.

No information was provided to the OCR to confirm that hired candidates’ job performance, or even the ongoing job performance of the 1998 peace officers who participated in the BPD validation study, showed any relationship to their PAAT results. In effect, no ongoing
analysis work was undertaken to compensate for the high likelihood that the results of the Volume II validation were simply based upon showing that peace officers’ performance on one test (the PAAT) correlated with their performance on another test (the “job performance simulation” test).

The second question – Has any further research been undertaken to evaluate the “test fairness” of the PAAT, or its “method of use,” since its implementation approximately 15 years ago? Again, the OCR was provided no information to document that differences noted between male versus female candidate performance on the PAAT, observed by the OCR statistician expert, reflect “fair” use of the selection procedure.

In addition, no information was provided to the OCR to indicate that male and female candidates performing at the same level on the PAAT can be expected to perform at the same level on the job, which is, again, one basis for executing a “test fairness” review. All that appears to have been documented thus far is the fact that male and female candidates pass the PAAT at statistically significant different rates. No documentation was produced in the Volume II validation study to document the accuracy of this difference on-the-job, and no additional data have been reported to show that additional “test fairness” reviews have been undertaken.

Finally, information provided to the OCR by the Alabama State Personnel Department (SPD) showed that an SPD job analysis of the State’s trooper position concluded that the tasks of pursuing suspects and engaging in violent confrontations are ones that troopers learn how to conduct after they become troopers. In 2002 and 2003, the SPD sought to develop a valid selection process for the trooper position. As part of this project, the SPD analyzed the trooper position to identify, among other things, tasks that a trooper performs. To learn about these tasks, the SPD discussed the trooper position with twenty-three Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) who were incumbent troopers.

Through these interviews, the SPD identified several trooper tasks, including pursuing a suspect or a violator; physically restraining, controlling, and subduing individuals; and using a firearm, baton, or chemical spray. In discussing these tasks with the SMEs, the SPD discovered that troopers learn how to conduct them all at the Academy or during field service training. As a
result, because these tasks are not ones that the State should expect an applicant to know when they enter the Academy as trooper employees, the SPD did not consider them in designing screening tools for trooper applicants. These tasks, however, were what composed the PAAT and the “job performance simulation” during the 1998 study.

In summary, the passage of 15 years has provided an opportunity to review and confirm claims presented in the PAAT’s initial design and claimed validation study. Tracking training results, on-the-job performance evaluations, accident rates, injury rates, lost work time, awards received, etc. for those hired after implementation of the PAAT, compared to the same metrics for those hired prior to its implementation, could have been executed. Tracking whether those who “score better” on certain PAAT components achieve better outcomes on the same job performance metrics could have been executed. Even evaluating the rate at which those who failed the PAAT by small degrees on one administration were able to pass the selection procedure on a second administration soon thereafter could have been executed. The SPD project mentioned did not confirm the selection procedure validity of the PAAT, nor the relevance of assessing candidate physical agility and physical abilities related to pursuing and restraining or controlling individuals. No other supportive information appears to have been produced and, given the age of the PAAT screening process, it is my professional opinion that such review should have been undertaken, given the adverse impact of the PAAT upon female trooper candidates within the State of Alabama.

**Summary**

In conclusion, it is my professional opinion that the APOSTC’s PAAT is not supported by evidence of job-relatedness or business necessity in a manner acceptable under current professional standards. The evidence summarized in the BPD’s *Volume II* study and criterion-related validation report, while claimed to represent a criterion-related validation of the PAAT, simply shows that peace officer scores on the PAAT correlate with their scores on another test – the job performance simulation “test” – with the later test having been designed to assess fundamentally the same physical attributes as the PAAT. No evidence is offered that scores on the PAAT relate to any measure of actual on-the-job performance.
The BPD’s 1998 validation study resulted in setting qualifying standards on the PAAT that, according to the OCR statistician’s analysis, fail a significantly higher proportion of female trooper candidates than male candidates. Given this result, professional standards call for an investigation of “test fairness” or “predictive bias.” No such efforts have been undertaken as part of the 1998 Volume II validation study, or as a result of any ongoing validation research feasible over the past approximately 15 years.
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